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This thesis develops and applies GridSLAM on a small autonomous car-
like vehicle for indoor environments. GridSLAM uses a particle filter to
generate a discretized 2D occupancy map. This GridSLAM implementation
uses sparse, shared, and lazy data structures to reduce memory usage and
computation requirements.
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1.1 GridSLAM on a Small Electric Vehicle
This thesis describes the implementation of GridSLAM on the RAPTOR,
a small electric vehicle. GridSLAM performs simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) using a particle filter and a discretized 2D occupancy map.
1.2 RAPTOR
The RAPTOR is a small radio-controlled (RC) electric truck with a four-
wheel drive and Ackerman steering. Figure 1.1 is a photograph of the RAP-
TOR. The original RC truck was modified to have an on-board computer.
The computer includes an 802.11 card that provides wireless communication
and a custom interface board for sensors and electro-mechanical hardware.
Because the onboard computer has limited solid-state disk capacity, a custom
build of the Linux 2.6 kernel and BusyBox was used to provide basic operat-
ing system functionality. The vehicle’s sensors include optical encoders and
a 2D planar laser range scanner. The vehicle’s drive electronics and wheels
have been modified to improve performance for indoor environments.
1.3 SLAM
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is the process of using both
sensor and control data to generate a map of an environment while staying
localized within that map.
Some SLAM algorithms use distinct environment features (landmarks) as
a map. Some even generate 3D maps. The SLAM algorithm in this thesis
1
Figure 1.1: RAPTOR: a small electric vehicle with Ackerman steering, an
on-board computer, and a 2D laser scanner
2
Figure 1.2: Partial map made using only odometry to determine vehicle
pose. Map is inconsistent where loop closure was made.
produces a 2D grid map where each grid cell tracks if it is occupied, empty,
or unknown. This type of 2D grid map is useful for both localization and
path planning. The algorithm was designed to work in indoor environments
where the vertical walls can be projected downward to create a flat 2D map.
Outdoor environments would be challenging because of uneven terrain and
lack of vertical surfaces within the laser’s limited sensing range.
One difficult problem for any SLAM algorithm is loop closure. The RAP-
TOR has no absolute position sensor, such as GPS, so its pose estimate is
dependent on motion sensors that accumulate error while the vehicle trav-
els. When making a large loop, the vehicle’s pose estimate might drift off
by meters once the loop is complete. Figure 1.2 shows a loop being closed
when using only odometry data. Even though vehicle odometry has been
well-calibrated, there is still a large position offset during loop closure that
causes inconsistency in the map.
A good SLAM algorithm should detect that the vehicle has completed a
loop and adjust the map to make it self-consistent.
GridSLAM uses a particle filter to model uncertainty in localization and
3
Figure 1.3: 2D top-down map of MEL made with SLAM algorithm
mapping. A particle filter uses different samples that represent different
possible states for the vehicle pose and map. Tracking thousands of particle
positions and maps would typically be very expensive in both memory and
computation. This GridSLAM implementation uses sparse, lazy, and shared
data structures to reduce both computation and memory usage.
All of the data collection for the project was done on the second floor of
the Mechanical Engineering Lab (MEL), though the algorithm would work
in many indoor environments.
Figure 1.3 shows a map produced of the MEL building.
1.4 Organization
Chapter 2 focuses on the vehicle hardware and software platform. Chapter
3 addresses power electronics for DC motors. Chapter 4 gives an overview
of SLAM. Chapters 5-7 give a detailed description of the SLAM stages and
4
implementation details specific to the robotic truck. Chapter 8 describes the
copy-on-write 2D occupancy grid map. Chapter 9 discusses results, advan-






The robotic platform used in much of this research is the E-Maxx, a 1/10
scale electric truck from Traxxas. Work on the truck started as a Mechan-
ical Engineering senior design project led by Adam Fulford. The truck was
modified to carry an onboard computer, a multitude of sensors, and a sec-
ondary battery pack. The stock truck excels in outdoor environments where
four-wheel drive, wide masher tires, independent suspension, and 30 mph top
speed are all beneficial.
However, the features that are advantageous outdoors become a detriment
indoors. Further modifications were needed to improve the vehicle for indoor
environments. The transmission now uses a lower gear ratio and the speed
controller electronics have been changed to provide more control resolution
at low speeds. The truck now uses only rear-wheel drive and has tires with
smooth tread to improve odometry. An extra-powerful servo was used to
improve steering in tight indoor hallways.
2.1.2 Computer
The main processing on the vehicle is provided by the Micro886ULP single-
board computer (SBC) from Advanced Micro Peripherals. The SBC has an
800MHz Transmeta Crusoe Processor and 256 Mb of RAM. The device has a
slot for an M-Systems Disk-on-Chip (DOC) module. Currently, the SBC uses
a 48 Mb DOC module, though larger sizes are available. The board has a
built-in 100 Mbit ethernet and one full-speed USB host port. The computer
6
provides breakout headers with support for two serial ports, a parallel port,
an IDE drive, and a floppy drive. The device has both PC/104 and PC/104+
bus headers. The bus allows extra peripherals stacked vertically on top of the
SBC. The PC/104 bus is similar to the IBM PC’s ISA bus, and the PC/104+
bus is similar to the newer PCI bus. The SBC currently runs Linux 2.6.15.3.
The computer uses a custom distribution based on Linux and BusyBox.
PCMCIA Bridge
The PC/104 to PCMCIA bridge allows a variety of 16 bit PCMCIA cards to
be used with the system. The 16-bit PCMCIA adapter is also pin-compatible
with the faster 32-bit PCCARD bus. The 32-bit bus adapters are compatible
with 16 bit cards but 32-bit cards cannot be used in 16-bit adapters. Almost
all new cards use the 32-bit bus.
Orinoco 802.11b PCMCIA card
The Orinoco PCMCIA 802.11b wireless card is used for wireless networking.
The cards are based on the Hermes I chipset which is well supported by the
Linux kernel.
VGA Adapter
The VGA adapter was very valuable for the initial setup and debugging of
the SBC’s operating system. However, once networking and SSH worked
correctly, the VGA adapter was rarely needed.
IEEE1394a Adapter
The IEEE1394a adapters are used to support high-speed cameras. The
IEEE1394a bus is sometimes referred to as Firewire by Apple or iLink by
Sony. The Firewire bus is a full-duplex serial bus that can support speeds
up to 400 Mbit/s. The 1394a adapter is connected to the PC/104+ bus.
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MCU Board
This small board with digital I/O and analog inputs was used to interface
with the truck’s electromechanical components. The custom PCB uses a
Motorola HC12 microprocessor, a Xilinx CPLD, and two 8bit dual-ported
SRAM ICs. The board interfaces with the SBC through the PC/104 bus.
The dual-port SRAM acts as shared memory between the HC12 and SBC.
The CPLD provides address translation and interrupt routing. The MCU
board was designed by Vladimerou Vladimeros and was first used on an
autonomous hovercraft for the HoTDeC project.
2.1.3 Optical Encoders
For odometry, there are four US Digital optical encoders directly connected
to each of the truck’s wheels. The optical encoders output a 2-bit grey-code
(quadrature encoding). The encoder output is incremental, and can only be
used to determine whether the encoder has either not moved, moved 1 step
forward, or moved 1 step backward. To keep track of the wheel position, the
optical encoder output must be constantly monitored. For slow movement,
the signals can be tracked with software polling and/or interrupts. For high-
speed motion, a specialized encoder IC is needed.
2.1.4 Encoder Counters
The truck’s wheels can turn quickly so a specialized IC is used to monitor the
optical encoder output signals. The vehicle uses two LSI LS7266R1 encoder
counter ICs. Each IC can monitor two quadrature encoder outputs. They
keep a signed 24-bit value representing the encoder position. The LS7266R1
are interfaced to the MCU board, but could also be interfaced directly to the
PC/104 bus. Every 10 msec, the MCU reads the four encoder counter values
from both LS7266R1 ICs. At the SBC behest, the MCU can also reset all
the counters to zero.
Table 2.1 shows the possible transitions of a quadrature encoder output
from one time state t to the next t + 1. The encoder outputs are A and B.
In the table, there are some output transitions that are labeled as “Invalid”.
These state transitions are invalid because both signals change together. In a
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Table 2.1: State transitions of quadrature encoder signal
At Bt At+1 Bt+1 Movement
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 -1
0 0 1 0 +1
0 0 1 1 Invalid
0 1 0 0 +1
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 Invalid
0 1 1 1 -1
1 0 0 0 -1
1 0 0 1 Invalid
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 +1
1 1 0 0 Invalid
1 1 0 1 +1
1 1 1 0 Invalid
1 1 1 1 -1
two-bit gray code, only one signal should change at a time. With the quadra-
ture output, there is no distinction between signals A and B. However, if the
signals are reversed, the encoder will appear to be moving in the opposite
direction.
2.1.5 Laser Scanner
The Hokuyo URG-04LX laser scanner covers an angular range of 240 degrees
at a scan spacing of about 0.36 degrees. The laser makes a complete scan
every 100 msec. The laser can detect objects up to a distance of 4 m with
a precision of 1 mm. The laser scanner is ideal for small robots because
it is small, light, and uses little power, about 500 mA at 5 V. The device
supports both a USB and serial connection. USB was used because the serial
connection cannot provide enough bandwidth to handle the full scanner data
rate. In Linux, the CDC ACM modem driver is used to communicate with
the scanner when using USB. The CDC ACM driver can be compiled as a
module or compiled into the kernel, and the device has major number 166.
In many Linux distributions, the first device will be /dev/ttyACM0.
From the user application point of view, the device acts much like any
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other serial interface. Communication with the scanner is done in ASCII
format using the URG Serial Communication Protocol Specification (SCIP).
Currently we use version 1.1 of the SCIP protocol. The protocol encodes
12-bit distance values as two ASCII characters by breaking each 12-bit value
into two 6-bit chunks and adding ASCII value of zero to each 6-bit number.
2.1.6 Electronics Hardware
The hardware and electronics on the truck have changed over time. The
senior design team initially controlled many of the truck’s actuators with a
device known as the serial servo controller or SSC. The SSC is controlled
using a computer serial port and produces signals used to command servos
and the EVX speed controller. The SSC worked reasonably well. However,
SSC precision and timing limitations caused issues with low-speed operation.
To avoid the SSC limitations, the HC12 was used to generate servo com-
mand signals instead. The EVX speed controller was also modified to accept
direct PWM control of the H-bridge.
The EVX had used an internal microcontroller to convert servo commands
into H-bridge signals. Modifications removed the internal microcontroller and
allowed the HC12 to directly control signals to the EVX H-bridge
An external output was added to the internal POT of the steering servo.
The POT output was measured using a Texas Instrument’s differential ADC.
The ADC reading allows the servo angle to be determined in cases where the
motor is not powerful enough to move the servo output to the commanded
angle.
Figure 2.2 is a diagram for the old hardware setup. Figure 2.3 shows the
new HW setup.
2.1.7 RC Servos
There are two main servos used on the vehicle. One servo selects the trans-
mission gear ratio and another controls the steering angle. Both servos are
powered by 5 V and are commanded by a special pulse width modulated
(PWM) signal. The servos have an internal power amplifier and feedback










Figure 2.1: Internal servo construction
Servo PWM Control Signal
The PWM control signal consists of a short high pulse that is repeated ap-
proximately every 20 ms. Unlike other PWM control signals, it is the length
of the high pulse, not the duty cycle, that is important. Servos vary, but for
most servos, a pulse width of 1.5 ms corresponds to a centered output posi-
tion. At the centered position the possible range of motion in both directions
is approximately equal. A pulse shorter than 1.5 ms will move the servo one
direction and a longer pulse will move the servo in the opposite direction.
The range of possible output angles varies from servo to servo. The range
of valid input also varies. For most servos, a pulse width between 1.0 and
2.0 ms is valid. The time between the PWM pulse (often called the repeat
rate) can also vary. If pulses are sent more slowly than the repeat rate, most
servos enter an “inactive” mode where the servo motor is not actively driven
by the electronics.
RC Servo Construction
The RC servo consists of a small DC motor, speed reduction gearing, elec-
tronic control circuitry, and a potentiometer. Figure 2.1 shows the internals
of a typical RC servo.
The servo’s control circuitry will measure the PWM pulse width to deter-























Figure 2.2: Old hardware configuration
the current output angle using a potentiometer. It uses the difference be-
tween actual and target angles to determine the direction and magnitude of
the command signal to an H-bridge. The H-bridge efficiently amplifies the
command signal to drive a DC motor. Most DC motors produce little torque
but can move very quickly. Gearing reduces the speed of the servo output
but produces more torque.
Inexpensive RC servos are usually associated with hobby use. As a result,
there are few detailed servo specifications. Manufacturers will often provide
angular output range, input voltage range, and maximum torque. The torque
specification is somewhat misleading. Often the torque rating is the peak
torque, not the continuous torque a servo can produce. In some cases, a
























Figure 2.3: Current hardware configuration
2.2 Firmware and Software
2.2.1 MCU Firmware
The same MCU board is used with both the HoTDeC and RAPTOR projects.
The firmwares used for both also share many similarities. Both use the same
protocol to communicate SBC. Both run a main loop with a 10 ms period.
Both use internal buffers placed at the same memory addresses for debugging.
Some of the firmware differences are due to the different sensors and actua-
tors that each platform interfaces to. Another difference is that the HoTDeC
platform performed some control functions on MCU, whereas all the control
functionality in the RAPTOR is done on the SBC.
The HoTDeC platform performed much of the thruster speed control and
battery management on the MCU. The RAPTOR uses the MCU as a simple
I/O device. Moving the control code out of the MCU adds delay to the
control loop, but has the advantage of making the firmware simple, small,
and easy to debug. This made changing control functionality less difficult
because loading new code on the SBC is much faster than reprogramming
an MCU.
Previously the MCU code was contained in a single file. This became diffi-
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cult to manage when changes needed to be made. For the RAPTOR project,
the code is broken into different files based on functionality. Currently there
are six *.c files: i2c.c, encoder.c, servo.c, evx.c, compass.c, and mcu.c.
The encoder.c source file deals with the LSI quadrature encoder counter
ICs. The code to treats the ICs as though they are connected to the MCU
with an 8-bit data bus and a 5-bit address bus. The file provides a simple
external interface of only two functions. One function initializes the LSI ICs
and another reads the encoder counts.
The i2c.c source file has functions for handling general I2C communication.
Since the MCU does not have specialized I2C hardware, the serial protocol
needs to be created with software. Only a single I2C master mode was
needed. Supporting only master mode simplifies the software because with a
single master mode the I2C master completely controls the clock rate. The
implementation of I2C left out many specification features that are rarely
used. Even with an incomplete implementation of the I2C specification, it
worked well with a Texas Instruments ADC and a digital compass.
I2C has a relatively slow data rate compared to the speed of the HC12.
Because of this, there are many HC12 instruction cycles between transitions
of an I2C signal. When generating an I2C signal, it is possible to perform sig-
nal generation synchronously using an idle wait between output transitions.
It is also possible to produce the I2C signal asynchronously using interrupts
to drive output transitions. Asynchronous signal generation can be a more
efficient use of the processor. However, asynchronous code is also more dif-
ficult to program. In the end, synchronous I2C generation was used because
of its simplicity and because the HC12 had processing time to spare.
The compass.c source file uses some of the functions in i2c.c to communi-
cate with a digital compass.
The servo.c source file contains code for generating two different servo
PWM pulses. The servo PWMs control the truck’s steering and shifting
servos. Refer to section 2.1.7 for more details about the servo PWM and
how it is generated with the MCU.
The evx.c source file generates control signals for the four H-bridge legs
of the EVX speed controller. The code generates PWMs almost identically
to servo.c. The evx.c source file exposes only two external functions, one to
initialize the EVX and another to change the power settings.
The mcu.c source file contains the main 10 ms loop and the functions for
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communicating with the SBC. The mcu.c source also contains a large amount
of initialization code.
The MCU firmware is written in C and a small amount of assembly which
is cross-compiled with GCC. The HC12 MCU can be programmed in-circuit
using a second HC12 loaded with a debugging program. The MCUs are
connected through a special serial debugging connection. The MCU used
for debugging is controlled from a PC through a serial port. Most terminal
programs can be used to interact with the debugging program. Program-
ming the MCU is performed by sending an ASCII *.s19 file using a simple
acknowledge / retransmission protocol.
2.2.2 Linux Driver
A custom Linux driver module was ported from the HoTDeC project to
work with the truck. The driver acts as a communication bridge between
Linux userspace programs and the MCU. The driver creates a proc node
/proc/mcu. The proc entry provides a human-readable interface that is
useful for debugging. The driver also provides a binary interface to software
through five IOCTLs: MCU READ STATUS, MCU WRITE CONTROL,
MCU RESET, MCU WAIT FOR NEXT INT, and MCU FORCE READ.
A userspace program uses the MCU READ STATUS IOCTL to acquire
the most recent sensor data and error counters from the MCU. The IOCTL
call will copy buffered MCU status information from the Linux kernel into a
status t structure provided by the userspace application.
MCU WRITE CONTROL is used to send control commands from a userspace
program to the Linux kernel. The kernel driver will buffer the commands.
The next time communication occurs with the MCU, the buffered commands
are written to shared memory.
MCU RESET is used to reinitialize the HC12 and devices connected to the
HC12 such as the TI I2C ADC and the LSI quadrature encoder counters.
MCU RESET will also zero all error counters kept by the MCU.
MCU WAIT FOR NEXT INT allows user programs to block until the
next interrupt arrives. Interrupts are generated by MCU every 10 ms and
are used to signal the availability of new sensor data. The IOCTL is also a
useful method of running a cyclic control function every 10 ms.
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MCU FORCE READ is used to force the SBC to read sensor values from
shared memory even if the MCU has not sent an interrupt. Since the read
of shared memory is not synchronized with the MCU interrupt, there is a
chance the read data will be corrupted. This function was mostly used for
debugging communications with the MCU.
2.2.3 User-Level Hardware Abstraction
In an older version of the HoTDeC control system, userspace programs would
make direct IOCTL calls to the Linux driver to communicate with the hard-
ware.
Low-level changes were then made to the MCU firmware and Linux driver.
Unfortunately, the changes required the driver’s IOCTL interface to change.
All userspace code that was using the IOCTL had to be modified, which is
a tedious and error-prone task.
When the low-level software of the truck was written, a hardware abstrac-
tion layer (HAL) was created to act as an interface between high-level control
programs and low-level hardware. The abstraction interface allows changes
to hardware, firmware, and low-level software without requiring changes to
control software. The abstraction layer is written as a statically linked li-
brary. If the library is changed, only a recompile of any control programs is
needed.
The HAL proved to be useful. When the MCU board replaced the func-
tionality of the SSC and EVX microcontroller, many changes were made to
the Linux driver and internals of the HW interface. However, the functions
exported by the HW interface were not changed. Also, none of the user
programs that relied on the HW interface needed code modifications.
Picking a good software/hardware abstraction is difficult. At one point,
too many low-level hardware details were exposed in the user interface. When
a vehicle simulator was added, many of the low-level hardware specifics did
not apply. To avoid recreating low-level specifics in the simulator, the pro-
gramming interface was changed.
Figure 2.4 shows a diagram of the current interface layers between a user
program and hardware or simulator. Most controller programs use only the
hardware abstraction. These programs can be run on both real hardware
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Figure 2.4: Abstract software interface to HW
and the simulator.
In some cases, programs need a special low-level to interface to hardware.
Usually, these are programs for testing or calibrating. To accommodate such
programs the HW interface exposes extra functionality that is not present in
the abstract interface.
2.2.4 Serial Servo Controller
The stock truck had a three-channel RC receiver that was used to control
the truck’s two servos and EVX speed controller. Each channel refers to a
single servo PWM control signal. On the stock truck, one channel was used
for the steering servo, one for the shifting servo, and one for the EVX speed
controller. For the SBC to control the truck, it needed some way of producing
servo PWM signals.
Initially, a device called a serial servo controller (or SSC) was used. The
SSC connects to a computer via RS232 or TTL serial input and provides
a number of PWM output channels. There are many different serial servo
controllers available. This project used the Mini SSC II.
The protocol used to communicate with the Mini SSC II is very simple.
Every control command consists of just three 8 bit bytes. The first byte is
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always the value 255 (or 0xFF). The value 255 is never used as one of the
next two values sent to the SSC. The second byte selects the servo channel
to control and its value ranges between 0 and 7. The third byte sets the
servo PWM width and its value must be between 0 and 254. The range of
a servo output pulse depends on whether a specific jumper is present. If the
jumper is not present, a value of zero corresponds to a pulse of 1 ms and a
value of 254 creates a pulse of about 2 ms. If the jumper is present, a value
of 0 produces a pulse of 0.5 ms and a value of 254 produces a pulse of about
2.5 ms long.
When the SSC is first powered up, each output will produce no output
pulses. Once a given channel receives its first serial command, it will start
producing pulses. The SSC will keep producing the same output until re-
ceiving another serial command or being powered off. There is no serial
command that will make a servo channel inactive once it has been activated.
2.2.5 MCU Servo Control
While the SSC fulfilled its purpose, more control over the servo PWM was
needed than the SSC provides. First, a method to inactivate the servos was
needed. The steering servo is not powerful enough to change the steering
angle when the truck is not in motion. During development, the truck was
left motionless for long periods of time, and sometimes the steering angle did
not match the last SSC command. The steering servo would continuously
struggle to turn the wheels, wasting power and overheating in the process.
Second, it is important that the output to the ESX speed controller be
returned to neutral when the SBC stops producing control commands. If
the serial cable to the SSC came loose or the control program on the SBC
crashed, the truck would not come to a stop. On one occasion this did occur
and the truck slammed into a wall.
In order to provide more control over the servo PWM signals, the HC12
on the MCU board is used to produce them instead of the SSC.
Producing the servo signal with the MCU’s specialized PWM hardware
was initially considered. Unfortunately, the HC12’s PWM hardware only
provides an 8-bit value to control the PWM duty cycle. With a typical servo
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Figure 2.5: Simplified diagram of Motorola HC12 timer hardware
20 ms / 28 or 0.078 ms. For the pulse width in the range of 1 to 2 ms the
PWM hardware could produce roughly 26 different outputs. This is adequate
for the shifting servo and possibly the steering servo. However, 26 different
output levels are not enough to properly control the EVX speed controller.
To produce a higher resolution servo PWM signal, a combination of timer
hardware and software interrupts was used. The HC12 MCU has eight 16-bit
timers, each supporting many modes of operation.
The timer hardware supports a mode in which the value 16-bit register —
called an output compare register — is constantly compared with the value
of the 16-bit system timer. When the two values match, an interrupt flag
will be set. It is possible to have the hardware automatically set an output
pin to a predetermined value (high/low) when the system timer and output
compare registers match. Figure 2.5 shows a simplified diagram of the HC12
timer hardware. With a small amount of software, this timer hardware can
be used to produce a precise and accurate servo PWM.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the general algorithm used to produce a servo
PWM signal on the HC12 MCU. The algorithm has two parts.
The algorithm in Figure 2.6 takes an input pulse width and calculates
both the high and low timing of the signal using a repeat rate of 15 ms.
The algorithm also handles invalid pulse width values by disabling the servo
output. A disabled output always remains low. This is accomplished by
using an extra variable that represents the pin value for the pulse output.
In normal operation, the variable will set the pin output high. In disabled
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if 1ms ≤ pulseWidth ≤ 2ms then
highOutputValue ← HIGH
lowTime ← pulseWidth




Figure 2.6: Setting PWM pulse width
if nextOutput = HIGH then
nextOutput ← LOW
timerCompare ← timerCompare + pwmLowTime
else
nextOutput ← highOutputValue
timerCompare ← timerCompare + pwmHighTime
end if
Figure 2.7: Servo PWM ISR
operation, the variable will set the output pin low.
The algorithm in Figure 2.6 shows what occurs inside the timer output
compare ISR. The algorithm does very little work, so the interrupt service
routine takes little time.
Figure 2.8 provides a graphical timeline of PWM output, MCU ISR ac-
tivity, and system timer value. In the figure, there is enough time between
PWM transitions to allow one ISR to complete before another ISR begins.
There is a limitation with the previous method of creating a PWM output.
It is difficult or impossible to produce a very short duration pulse. The
software ISR must have enough time to set up the hardware compare register
before the next hardware comparison event would need to occur.
If the hardware logic is not updated in time, the output compare register
will miss matching the main system timer. The next time a match will occur
is when the 16-bit system timer wraps around. When a match is missed, an
extremely long output pulse is created, instead of a very short output pulse.
Since the 16-bit system timer operates at a frequency of 4 MHz, it takes 216
/ 4 MHz or 16.38 ms for the HC12 timer to wrap around in value.
Figure 2.9 provides a graphical timeline of a timer miss. At time A, a timer
compare match triggers an ISR to run. The output automatically changes to





















Figure 2.8: Software generated PWM timing diagram
at time B. This does not occur because the ISR has yet to update the output
compare register. The ISR finally updates the output compare register at C,
but it is too late. The servo PWM output does not go low until D, after the
system timer has wrapped around once.
The problem of a comparator match miss becomes worse when other in-
terrupt service routines are running on the MCU. When any ISR is already
running, another interrupt cannot preempt it. This means that other ISRs
can delay the compare output match ISR response. Because other ISRs of-
ten occur asynchronously with respect to the output compare match, output
glitches will often occur randomly.
Luckily the servo PWM is immune to this problem. The shortest pulse
needed for a servo PWM is 1.0 ms, which provides ample processing time for








































































Figure 2.10: Timeline of SBC and MCU communication
2.3 Communication
2.3.1 MCU/SBC Communication
The MCU code runs every 10 ms. In each repetition, the MCU obtains new
input values from its sensors. The new sensor data will be written to shared
memory. Then, new control commands will be read from shared memory.
Next, the MCU sends an interrupt to the SBC to notify it of new input
data. Then the new control values are output to shared memory. Finally,
the MCU waits for the process to repeat. When the SBC gets an interrupt
from the MCU, the ISR of our custom Linux driver is triggered. The ISR
reads the new sensor data from shared memory. The ISR then writes new
control settings to shared memory and sends an IRQ signal to the MCU.
Finally, any processes waiting for new sensor data are woken up.
Figure 2.10 shows a timeline of the communication between the MCU,




















Figure 2.11: Network connectivity and communication formats used in the
HoTDeC Testbed
2.3.2 Interprocess Messaging
The RAPTOR project uses a different format for network communication
than the HoTDeC project. The high-level protocol used for messaging on
the RAPTOR project was designed to be flexible and extendable. It also
provides an abstraction layer that hides the underlying transport layer used
for network communication.
The RAPTOR’s messaging system went through two revisions. Each revi-
sion provided a very similar software interface but used a different underlying
format for encoding data.
HoTDeC Communication
With the HoTDeC system, all messages between the GUI client and the
controllers on the hovercraft needed to pass through a centralized server.
Messages were passed between the Java GUI and central server in an ASCII
encoded format. The server would convert the ASCII encoded messages to a
specific binary encoding and send those new messages to a controller running
on the hovercraft. Figure 2.11 shows the networking links of the HoTDeC
system.
With the HoTDeC system, the central server needed functions to convert
each ASCII encoded message into its corresponding binary form. If a new
message type was required, the server’s code had to be modified to support
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it.
Since creating new message types was so difficult, in many cases an existing
message type was reused (and abused) for a different function. Because of
this, communication-related code ending up being difficult to understand and
debug.
Truck Messaging System - First Version
Like the HoTDeC project, the RAPTOR project has GUI clients, a central
server, and a vehicle controller. The difference between the RAPTOR and
HoTDeC was that the messages used between the GUI client and server
were identical to those between the server and vehicle controller. The central
server no longer needs to convert messages as they pass through.
The first revision of RAPTOR’s messaging system was similar to the UNIX
shell command line. With UNIX shells, arguments to an application are
broken into tokens (usually by looking for spaces) and passed to a program
as a variable-length array of strings. Like the UNIX command line, the first
Raptor system treats messages as an array of strings. The messaging system
defined the first argument of a message as a command, and any remaining
message arguments as the command’s parameters.
The message recipient (vehicle controller) would determine what a certain
command should do and what parameters are required.
For the most part, each controller can implement whatever set of com-
mands it wants to provide. However, there are a few “common” commands
that every controller must understand and react to in a similar fashion.
The GUI client has buttons or menu items for common commands. The
GUI also allows a user to type in arbitrary strings into a text box. This allows
new commands to be supported by the vehicle controller without needing
changes to either the centralized server or GUI client.
Limitations of the First Messaging System
The messaging system was initially used for multiple GUI clients but only
one vehicle. A message from any of the clients was forwarded to the vehicle
by the server and any messages from the vehicle were forwarded to all clients.
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type sourcedestlength
2 bytes 1 byte 1 byte2 bytes
flags
2 bytes <length> bytes
message body
Figure 2.12: Message header format
Later the system needed to communicate with multiple vehicles. To sup-
port this, it would be possible to redefine the client commands so that the
second argument is always the destination. For messages from a client, the
server would determine where a command was destined and only forward the
command to a controller on that specific vehicle.
With the first version of the communication system, having the server sort
messages was inefficient because it would need to parse the entire message
string stream to determine the boundaries between different message param-
eters.
Another issue with the first RAPTOR messaging system is that ASCII
encoding can be inefficient in terms of data size. When sending laser scanner
readings, a large amount of data must pass between the controller and server
which could clog the wireless network.
Truck Message System - Second Version
The second communication system used a standard header for all messages.
Each message included a length, type, source, destination, and flags. Figure
2.12 shows the layout of the new message format.
Having the length at the beginning of the message header makes it easy
to break up data from a stream-based transport layer (such as TCP) into
separate messages. Instead of allowing message contents to be entirely ad
hoc, the second system employed a structure to the message data. The data
sent in a message is composed of fields. Each field consists of a 1 byte type
and then a variable amount of type-specific data.
Figure 2.13 shows the current field types supported by the system. There
are only a few different data types supported, but the system is flexible
enough that more could be added in the future.
Most data types are a constant length. Two exceptions are the string and
byte array. Both string and byte array fields added a 2 byte length value
after the data type.
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32bit FloatFLOAT=0
1 byte 4 bytes
64bit DoubleDOUBLE=1
1 byte 8 bytes
32bit Signed IntegerINT=2
1 byte 4 bytes
LengthSTRING=8
1 byte 2 bytes <Length> bytes
Array of Chars
LengthBYTEARRAY=9
1 byte 2 bytes <Length> bytes
Array of Bytes
Figure 2.13: Message payload field formats
Using a fixed format for message data allows run-time type checking to be
done. This allows programming errors to be caught quickly. The message
recipient will ask for a field of a given type and the message parsing code
verifies that the actual message types matched. An error is generated if the
next data type does not match.
Another benefit of having explicit data types is automatic type conversion.
If a controller asks for any numeric type (Float, Double, Int) and the available
data is a string, then an automatic conversion from a string to the numeric
type is performed. A type mismatch error is generated if the string cannot be
converted to a numeric value of the correct type. This automatic conversion
allows the client to type ASCII commands with numeric values and enables
the recipient to automatically convert them to the correct type.
The disadvantage of including field type information is the extra space
that is consumed. For the most part, this overhead has not been an issue
because most messages have only a few fields. Larger messages usually use a
byte array to store data which consumes less overhead for type information.
2.3.3 Communication wrapper libraries
For communicating between different processes or different computers, there
are a few different options. The communication system provides three:
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TCP/IP, Unix Pipes, and file streams. Each communication type is wrapped
by a library that provides the same common virtual interface.
The TCPmsg library uses TCP/IP for communication between processes
on different computers. It is used for communication between GUI client and
server or between server and truck daemon.
The UNIXmsg library uses Unix sockets for communication between pro-
cesses. It is used for communication between laser driver and controller or
between controller and truck daemon.
The FILEmsg library stores or retrieves messages from a file. FILEmsg is
useful as a development or testing tool. The SLAM algorithm was heavily
developed using saved data from a handful of truck runs.
The common virtual interface allows programs to switch between UNIXmsg,
TCPmsg, and FILEmsg at runtime. This means that the SLAM algorithm
can either run with saved data from a file, or with live data from the truck
without any recompilation.
2.3.4 Communication Diagrams
Figure 2.14 shows the processes and communication of a live RAPTOR sys-
tem. There could be more than one guiclient or truckview running. The port
numbers are the ports on which the server listens to accept new incoming
connections.
Figure 2.15 shows the processes and communication of a simulated RAP-
TOR system. All processes are assumed to run on the same computer.
2.4 Applications
2.4.1 Truck Daemon
The truck daemon, or truckd, accomplishes three things. First, truckd finds
and connects to an appropriate wireless network when the SBC first boots or
the network connection is lost. Second, truckd provides the ability to start
and stop different vehicle controllers. Finally, truckd provides an emergency
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Figure 2.15: Communication between RAPTOR processes in simulation
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Truckd is started late in the SBC boot process and continuously runs in
the background. One of the first things truckd does is invoke the trucknet.py
script. This Python script searches for wireless networks from a predefined
list.
When one or more applicable wireless networks is found, trucknet.py con-
nects to it. The script then uses UDP to ping a server at a given IP address
or DNS name. If a server is not found, trucknet.py will move on to the next
applicable wireless network.
Once a server is found, truckd will connect to the server over TCP. If
truckd ever becomes disconnected from that server, it will restart the search
procedure.
While truckd is connected, it will process commands from the server. There
are two important commands handled by truckd: run and kill. Run will start
a given controller process on the SBC. Kill does the opposite: it will stop a
running controller process. When stopping a process, truckd will first ask a
controller to stop with a message. If the controller does not exit on its own,
truckd will force the controller to exit by killing the process using a Linux
system call.
2.4.2 Server
The server’s main job is to route messages between different vehicles and
clients. Because of the message formatting and communication libraries,
the server is very simple. It accepts new client connections on TCP port
0x600D and new truck connections on TCP port 0x600C. Once TCP sockets
are connected it will route incoming messages based on the destination in
header.
The messaging library provides a function to forward messages without
parsing individual parameters. It does this by using the length field in the
message header.
Server bottleneck versus decentralized communication
The centralized server could become a communication bottleneck because all
communication passes through it. Alternatively, it would be possible to have
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clients and vehicles directly communicate through TCP/IP. This option was
not used for a few reasons.
First, vehicles could bounce between different wireless networks, changing
their IP address. Clients would somehow need to determine the new IP
address and make a new TCP connection. With a centralized server, the
vehicle will reconnect to the server after switching wireless networks; no
client needs to reconnect to anything other than the server.
Second, most messages from the vehicle are sent to all clients. With in-
dividual connections from vehicle to N clients, this means N time as much
wireless bandwidth. With a centralized server, there is only one copy of a
message sent from vehicle to server across the low-bandwidth wireless net-
work. The server would then repeat the message to N clients over higher
bandwidth wired network connections.
Finally, firewall rules or router network address translation (NAT) often
only allow outgoing but no incoming TCP connections. Administrator access
is needed to configure firewalls or NAT rules to get around these limits. With
a centralized server, only the server computer needs to be on a network with
a fixed IP that allows incoming connections. It is much easier to request
NAT or firewall configuration rules for a single server than multiple clients
and vehicles.
2.4.3 Client
The goal of the client application is to allow remote vehicle control and
remote access to vehicle sensor data. A couple of different GUI clients were
created for the RAPTOR project
GUI Client
The guiclient is a GUI client that is written using the wxWidgets toolkit. The
wxWidgets library is cross-platform and provides the menus, buttons, and
textboxes that are used by many other graphical programs. The disadvantage
of wxWidgets is that it is difficult to draw lines or shapes at different scales
and rotations. Figure 2.16 shows the main window of the RAPTOR GUI
client.
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Figure 2.16: RAPTOR GUI client
Truckview
Truckview was an alternate GUI client that was written in GLUT. GLUT
is also cross-platform and provides simple keyboard, mouse, and windowing
callbacks. GLUT does not provide the typical buttons, text boxes, and menus
of most GUI programs. However, GLUT provides an easy access wrapper
around some OpenGL 3D graphics. OpenGL provides very fast rendering
and makes it very easy to apply rotations, scaling, and translation to 3D
or 2D graphics. Figure 2.17 shows a screenshot of the truckview GUI. The
GUI can show laser scan data along with an image of the truck at actual
scale. This allows remote control of the vehicle without direct line-of-sight.
Truckview also has a high-level control feature that allows the user to click
on a point in front of the vehicle and generate power and steering commands
needed to make the truck follow a clothoid path that reaches the clicked
point.
2.4.4 Vehicle Simulator
In order to test the software and controllers for the RAPTOR, it proved
useful to simulate both the truck kinematics and sensors.
Initially, MATLAB was used to validate some of the algorithms before they
were implemented on the actual hardware. As the vehicle software grew and
became more complicated, there was a need to test not only the algorithms
but also the actual implementation in C/C++.
Testing on real hardware is time-consuming and produces results that are
not repeatable. To make development easier, a simulator was written in
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Figure 2.17: truckview GUI client
C/C++. The simulator runs as a separate Linux process and acts as a
server. The simulator allows multiple clients to query the vehicle state and
command control outputs.
Programs that use the simulator always do so through an interface that
hides the details of communication with the server. The interface is written
as abstract base classes in C++. The simulator and hardware functionality
are put in different child classes that implement the base class interface. If a
controller uses only functionality provided by the abstract base class, it can
be run interchangeably on the real hardware and the simulator.
Simulation Time-scaling
Ideally, it would be possible to pause the simulation, or run it faster/slower
than the wall clock. Currently, this is not possible because the controller
programs can also use Linux system calls that are time-dependent.
Many controllers use functions such as gettimeofday. Gettimeofday gets
the time directly from the Linux kernel. Controllers that use gettimeofday
and a simulator may behave differently than when the simulator is run at
different speeds. If the controller behaves differently between runs, it defeats
the purpose of using a simulator.
Calls to gettimeofday could be rerouted to use the simulator’s time. Un-
fortunately, different system calls (such as select) often use timeouts which
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are difficult to reproduce when using a simulator.
Simulation Kinematics and Dynamics
The simulator uses a simple first-order approximation for the truck’s move-
ment. The approximation of the truck’s kinematic movement is adequate.
However, little effort was made to model truck dynamics correctly.
Simulation Sensors
The simulator also allows a map of line obstacles to be used. The line ob-
stacles allow the simulator to produce fake laser scanner data. The obstacles
are used only to produce sensor data and do not constrain the movement of
the vehicle. Collision detection is difficult to implement and was not useful
for testing controllers or mapping algorithms.
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CHAPTER 3
DC MOTOR POWER ELECTRONICS
3.1 Introduction
Electric motors use large amounts of power and must be driven by powerful
solid-state electronics. Many issues come into play that are not important
for digital or analog circuits.
When given an option, it is often best to use commercial off-the-shelf power
electronics as opposed to a custom design. However, special requirements
sometimes make a custom design necessary.
The HoTDeC project needed a small and inexpensive power controller
for the hovercraft’s five thruster fans. Because the thruster motors used
relatively low power and only need to be driven in a single direction, a custom
controller made sense.
For the RAPTOR’s main driver motor, much more power was needed.
Also, the motors needed to operate in both the forward and reverse directions.
As such, using an off-the-shelf power controller makes the most sense. Even
so, a knowledge of how power controllers operate proved useful.
Even though the truck uses a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) power con-
troller, modifications replaced the original control electrics. Without a gen-
eral knowledge of how motor control circuits work, the customizations would
not have been possible.
3.2 DC Motor Model
It is useful to have a simple electro-mechanical model of a DC motor to
understand issues that arise when with power electronics. Figure 3.1 shows









Figure 3.1: Model of DC motor
For this model, the angular velocity of the motor ω and the internal voltage
Vm are proportional and related by the speed constant Kv.
ω = Kv vm
The torque produced by the motor τ and the current through the motor i
are also proportional and related by the torque constant Ki.
τ = Ki i
The motor input power and output power is
Pin = i vm
Pout = τ ω
There are a few things to notice about this motor model. First, for a given
voltage input voltage v, the motor will use the maximum current and produce
maximum torque when it is not moving or stalled. The current used when
the motor is not moving is called the stall current and the torque produced
is the stall torque. When stalled, no work is done by the motor and all the
input power is dissipated as heat.
If the motor is electrically disconnected and mechanically spun, it will
produce a voltage potential at its input leads. In the absence of friction, the
momentum of the motor will keep it spinning. If a resistive load is added to
the motor, current will flow from the motor into the load causing a negative
torque that will slow the motor. In this case, the motor is acting like a
generator and the load is taking energy stored in the motor’s inertia and







Figure 3.2: Using a switch to control power to motor
3.3 Single Direction Motor Control
3.3.1 Varistor Control
Controlling the speed of a motor can be accomplished by controlling the
voltage given to a motor. However, battery systems only provide a single
fixed voltage. One way to control the voltage delivered to the motor would
be to add a variable resistor in series with the motor. The voltage of the
battery gets divided between the resistor and the motor.
Increasing the resistor’s resistance will reduce the voltage available to the
motor. Decreasing the resistor’s resistance will increase the voltage available
to the motor.
The problem with using a variable resistor is that some of the battery’s
energy is lost as heat. If the motor needs to be driven at half the supply
voltage, the motor would use half the power and the resistor would use the
other half. For battery-powered systems this inefficiency is unacceptable.
Also, a very large resistor would be needed to dissipate large amounts of
power as heat.
3.3.2 Switch Control
A commonly used option is to quickly toggle the voltage to the motor on and
off with a switching circuit, as in Figure 3.2.
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Producing a steady input voltage for the motor is not possible with the
circuit shown in Figure 3.2. However, an average voltage can be produced by
switching between open and closed in correct proportions. Due to the motor’s
inertia and electrical inductance, a high rate of switching will produce smooth
motor motion.
The advantage of using a switching circuit is less wasted energy. Ideally,
no power is lost by the switch. When the switch is closed there is no voltage
drop and no power is wasted through the switch. When the switch is open
no current will flow through the switch, and no current means no power flow
and no lost energy.
3.3.3 Switch Selection
There are a few different options for the switch in the circuit in Figure 3.2.
There are both mechanical and solid-state technologies that could be used.
A relay is a mechanical switch that is usually controlled by a small elec-
tromagnet. Because mechanical relays tend to wear out quickly, they are not
used in circuits that need to be constantly switching.
Solid-state switches do not wear out from switching. Among solid-state
devices are BJTs, MOSFETs, IGBTs, thyristors, and TRIACs. The thyristor
and TRAIC are more useful for AC power supplies and are not applicable to
lower voltage DC or battery-powered circuits. The large base current needed
to control high-power BJTs makes them less preferable than IGBTs or MOS-
FETs. IGBTs can be controlled in much the same way as power MOSFETs
allowing them to be used interchangeably in many electronic circuits.
IGBTs are relatively new devices that are still seeing a large amount of
improvement. IGBT are hence dominating applications were MOSFETs or
BJTs were once common. However in low-voltage applications MOSFETs
still rule. Even though IGBTs usually have a lower resistivity than a com-
parably sized MOSFET, the forward diode voltage drop of an IGBT makes
it inferior to a MOSFET for low-voltage applications. Also, IGBTs have a
slow turn-off due to their minority charger carriers that often limit them to
switching speeds under 10 kHz. Blake and Bull [1] provide a short breakdown




Figure 3.3: Circuit symbol for enhancement NMOS
3.4 MOSFETs and Gate-Drivers
As discussed in the previous section, MOSFETs are ideal for low to medium-
voltage switching circuits. This section explains the operation and control of
power MOSFETs.
3.4.1 MOSFET types
Of the many different types of MOSFETs, enhancement-type power MOS-
FETs are primarily used in switching circuits. The power MOSFET is de-
signed specifically for high current and low to medium voltage applications.
An enhancement-type MOSFET acts similarly to a normally-open switch.
There are two types of enhancement MOSFETs: the P-type substrate
MOSFET (PMOS) and the N-type substrate MOSFET (NMOS). The P-type
substrate MOSFET uses holes as a charge carrier while the N-type substrate
uses electrons. Electrons are a better charge carrier than holes. This means
the resistivity of NMOS devices is much lower than that of PMOS devices.
NMOS devices will usually have an “on” resistance that is 2 to 3 times lower
than a comparably sized PMOS device. Put another way, a PMOS with
power handling characteristics similar to those of an NMOS device will need
more silicon area and will cost more. Figure 3.3 is the circuit symbol for an













Figure 3.5: Circuit arrangement where NMOS acts as low side switch
3.4.2 Body Diode
All power MOSFETs have an internal structure that creates an internal diode
from the source to drain pins. This internal diode is known as the body
diode. Because of the body diode, MOSFETs can only block current in one
direction. Usually, the body diode can only handle a fraction of the current
of the MOSFET, and it has a relatively high forward voltage drop. However,
some circuits depend on the presence of the body diode for proper operation.
3.4.3 MOSFET Control and Gate Drivers
For an NMOS to reach its low-resistance state, the voltage difference between
the gate and source pin must be greater than a threshold voltage VT . In
the circuit shown in Figure 3.5 a microprocessor on the same ground could
activate the circuit since the microprocessor high output voltage VOH is above
the NMOS’s threshold voltage VT .



















Figure 3.7: Circuit arrangement where PMOS acts as high side switch
pin above the load. Depending on the NMOS’s state and the load, the voltage
on the source will be changing relative to ground. For the MOSFET to be
kept in the conducting state, the gate voltage must be changing relative to
ground.
For a MOSFET to be used efficiently, the NMOS must have a very small
on resistance. Ideally, there will be zero voltage drop over the NMOS. This
means the MOSFET’s source pin will have the same voltage as the battery.
To turn on the NMOS, a gate voltage higher than the battery voltage is
needed. This is difficult to accomplish. A possible solution could be to use a
PMOS instead of an NMOS as a high-side switch. Figure 3.7 shows this type
of arrangement. Since the gate-to-source (V gs) voltage for a PMOS has to
be less than VT , it is easy to produce since it will be less than the battery
voltage.
MOSFET gates act like capacitors and must be charged and discharged to
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turn on and off. When MOSFETs are used in switching power circuits they
ideally toggle back and forth from a conducting to non-conducting state to
reduce power losses.
Usually, the more current a MOSFET can handle, the larger its gate capac-
itance. A MOSFET will conduct better with a higher gate-to-source voltage
Vgs. However, there is a limit to the gate-to-source voltage. Surpassing this
limit may damage the MOSFET.
Getting peak performance out of a MOSFET can be difficult, but certain
ICs can help. Because power MOSFETs are so commonly used in switching
circuits, companies have developed specialized ICs with the purpose of tak-
ing a low power signal and amplifying it to drive a MOSFET gate. These
specialized ICs are often referred to as MOSFET drivers or MOSFET gate
drivers. There is a wide variety of gate drivers, which makes it possible to
find something suitable for most applications.
3.4.4 Operation of High-Side Gate Drivers
One important aspect of some gate drivers is the ability to drive the gate of
a high-side NMOS from a single supply voltage. These types of MOSFET
drivers are often called high-side drivers.
High-side drivers operate by creating a charge pump that is driven by the
switching of the MOSFET circuit itself. Sometimes the gate driver also has
an extra internal charge pump for situations when a circuit is not switching.
Figure 3.8 shows the internal and external circuit diagram common to most
high-side gate drivers.
The bootstrap capacitor on the circuit is charged when the load is driven
to ground by the low-side MOSFET. When this occurs, the low side of the
bootstrap capacitor will be at ground. When this happens, current will
flow through the bootstrap diode and charge the capacitor. The bootstrap
capacitor will be charged to a fraction of a volt less than the supply voltage.
The charging of the bootstrap capacitor is shown in Figure 3.9.
Once the bootstrap capacitor has charged, the stored charge on it can be
used to drive the gate of the high-side MOSFET. If the internal transistor in
the gate driver connects the HO pin to VB, then the high-side MOSFET will
start conducting. When this occurs the current will flow from the positive
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Figure 3.8: Circuit used with driver to control high-side and low-side NMOS

































Figure 3.9: Charging of bootstrap capacitor
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Figure 3.10: Current flow from bootstrap capacitor used to enable high-side
NMOS
supply through the MOSFET into the load as shown in Figure 3.10.
The current into the load will increase the voltage at the supply pin of the
high-side MOSFET. Normally an increase of the voltage on the supply pin
would start turning the MOSFET off. The beauty of the bootstrap capacitor
is that the voltage increase on the MOSFET source pin will increase the
voltage VB by the same amount. This will keep the MOSFET gate at the
same voltage relative to its source pin and keep the MOSFET conducting.
Turning the high-side MOSFET off is simply a matter of connecting the
HO pin to the VS pin. Once again, even if the voltage on the MOSFET
source pin varies, the gate will stay at the correct voltage relative to the
MOSFET source pin.
When the circuit is not switching, the charge on the bootstrap capacitor
will be slowly lost to leakage. For the high-side MOSFET to stay on in-
definitely, the driver must provide some sort of trickle charge mechanism.




Motor inductance can cause havoc in a switching circuit. The problem with
inductance is that it resists changes in current. Figure 3.11 shows a simplified
power circuit where the motor is prevented from moving and produces no
back-EMF voltage. If the switch is left closed for a sufficient amount of
time, the current through the motor will reach a steady-state as determined
only by the resistance of the motor. If the switch is opened after reaching a
steady current, there will no longer be a path for the current to flow through.
The formula for inductance tells us that the relationship between current
and voltage in an inductor is v = L δi
δt
. The would seem to imply that an
instant change in current from a non-zero to zero would produce an infinite
voltage over the inductor. An infinite voltage basically implies that instantly
stopping the current is not possible. What may happen in a circuit where a
MOSFET is used as a switch, is the voltage across the motor inductance will
reach a point where is it higher than the MOSFET’s rated stopping voltage
and will be able to push through the MOSFET even though it is turned off.
This can damage a MOSFET. Moreover, the MOSFET will be burning off
the energy stored in the inductor as heat. Power MOSFETs are designed to
handle some amounts of heat, but the high stopping voltage for the MOSFET
means the inductor’s energy is converted to heat in a very short period of
time. In a test we ran a speed controller without a bypass diode and found
that it does not take long for the MOSFET to start smoking and burn out.
There are many ways to handle the motor’s inductive current. One of the
easiest is to add a diode between the leads of the motor as shown in Figure
3.12. When the switch opens, current can flow in a loop through the diode
and back into the motor.
Another alternative to a diode is to use another switch that opens when the
other closes as in Figure 3.13. In practice, MOSFETs are often used for the
switches and often there needs to be a small delay between when one switch
opens and the other switch closes to avoid shoot-through current between
the switches. The make-before-break delay could cause the same problem as
before for a small period of time, but luckily this is not a problem because
the MOSFET’s body diode will allow current to flow even if the MOSFET
is not conducting.



















Figure 3.12: Inductively driven current flows through diode back to motor
MOSFET is a little more efficient than a diode. Diodes will always have a
small forward voltage drop which means lost power. With a MOSFET there
is only resistive loss of the current, which should always be less than the
power lost through a diode.
3.5 Half-Bridges and H-Bridges
The H-bridge is an electrical circuit used for controlling brushed DC motors
in both forward and reverse directions. The name H-bridge is derived from
the fact that the circuit schematic can resemble a capital H. The H-bridge
can be thought of as two circuits — often referred to as a half-bridges —
used together. Figure 3.14 shows a simplified half-bridge consisting of two
switches A and B. Switch A connects to a high voltage and the output, and























Figure 3.14: A half-bridge
the output, and is referred to as the low-side switch.
Each switch has two possible states, open and closed. The open state
creates a high-resistance path that prevents current from flowing. The closed
state provides a low-resistance path that allows current to freely pass through.
With two states for each gate and two switches, there are four different modes
of operation for the half-bridge. In the first mode, both switches are open
and the output is connected to neither a high voltage nor ground. This
configuration is sometimes referred to as “floating”. In the second mode,
switch A is closed and switch B is open, forcing the output to a high voltage.
The third mode is the opposite of the second, connecting the output to a
low voltage. The final mode is something that should be avoided at all costs:
both switches are open, allowing a very low resistance path from power to















Half-Bridge 1 Half-Bridge 2
Figure 3.15: Using two half-bridges to form an H-bridge
Connecting a half-bridge to each input of a DC motor creates a complete
H-bridge as shown in Figure 3.15. If half-bridge 1 outputs a high voltage and
half-bridge 2 outputs a low voltage the motor will turn in one direction as
in Figure 3.16. If the half-bridges are reversed so that half-bridge 1 outputs
a low voltage and half-bridge 2 outputs a high voltage, the direction of the
motor will be reversed as in Figure 3.17.
3.5.1 Motor Inductance in an H-Bridge Circuit
Motor inductance can cause problems for an H-bridge when switching. For
an H-bridge based on physical switches, diodes must be added in parallel
with each switch to allow an escape path for inductive current. When using
MOSFETs, external diodes are not needed because of the MOSFET’s body
diode. When using MOSFETs, sometimes external diodes are still used be-
cause they provide lower forward voltage drop and are rated to handle more
current.
In Figure 3.18 all switches are open. The motor’s inductive current will
flow from ground to the supply rail and back into the power source. This
reverse current flow will cause damage to some battery types and many power
supplies.
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Half-Bridge 1 Half-Bridge 2
Figure 3.17: H-bridge driving a motor in the opposite direction
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Figure 3.18: Flow of inductively driven current through H-bridge with all
open switches
that prevents reverse current flow, causing voltage spikes on supply, damaging
other electronics or even the H-bridge MOSFETs.
Even with batteries that allow charging, problems can occur. Long wires
from the batteries will have non-negligible inductance (shown in Figure 3.20).
The wiring inductance will resist the reversal of current flow and cause
a voltage spike on the supply line. H-bridge circuits often have capacitors
between the supply and ground to average out the supply current over the
PWM cycle. H-bridges also sometimes include Zener diodes or TVS diodes
that will limit the voltage by allowing current to flow through them and
burning the excess energy off as heat.
In Figure 3.21, one switch stays closed and all others stay open. Unlike
the previous example, current can make a loop within the H-bridge and does
not cause the problems seen in the previous example.
3.6 HoTDeC Speed Controller
The speed controllers for HoTDeC hovercraft were redesigned to make them
less expensive, easier to assemble, and to use less power when idle. The
thruster fans only need to operate in a single direction. The motors can
handle up to 10 A at 12.6 V.
The previous design had used four N-type MOSFETs combined in parallel
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Figure 3.19: H-bridge connected to power supply that will not allow reverse
current
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wiring from battery to H-bridge
Figure 3.20: H-bridge connected to supply with high inductance wiring
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Figure 3.21: Flow of inductively driven current through H-bridge with one
closed switch
package. The MOSFETs were used in what resembled a half-bridge circuit
configuration. However, the high-side PMOS gates were only activated when
the input PWM was no longer being received. The MOSFETs were driven
by a quad opamp from Texas Instruments. An RC circuit was used to assure
that the low-side and high-side MOSFETs never activated at the same time.
For the new design two options were considered. The first was to use
the International Rectifier IR2104 half-bridge driver and two D-Pak N-type
MOSFETs. Initial test circuits had problems with supply voltage drops that
were fixed by using extra capacitance on the power rails.
The second option used a single low-side N-type MOSFET and a Schottky
diode for the current return path. The low-side MOSFET was driven by a
gate driver from Microchip.
Although the first design could be slightly more efficient, the second design
was chosen because it used fewer components and hence was easier to assem-
ble. Also, the second design could never have problems with shoot-through
current that could occur with a half-bridge. The design has proven to be
very reliable.
3.7 Traxxas EVX Speed Controller
The stock Traxxas truck comes with a speed controller that powers the main








Figure 3.22: Relationship between servo PWM input and steady-state
velocity output
An initial test of the EVX speed controller measured the relationship be-
tween the servo PWM input and the steady-state motor speed. The rela-
tionship between input PWM and output speed is reproduced in Figure 3.22.
While the relationship between input control and output was linear for some
operating regions, there was a dead region where the steady-state output
velocity was zero. At the edges of the dead region there are discontinuities
in the relationship between the ESC input and the motor velocity.
Initially, the dead region was assumed to be due to static friction in the
motor and the drive train. However, testing showed that the dead region was
caused by the EVX speed controller. With servo commands near zero, the
EVX does not produce any output.
Having a dead region is likely done on purpose to account for variation in
the neutral PWM pulse width for different RC transmitters. The jump in
the output is probably designed to get the most range from the servo control
signal since moving slowly is not something that many hobbyists care about.
The discontinuity in the input to output curve makes it impossible to
produce slow vehicle velocities. This is a significant problem when using the
vehicle indoors. The truck was designed to be so fast that it is difficult to
use in confined building hallways.
An alternate speed controller was needed to provide better low-speed con-
trol. Building a custom speed controller, modifying the EVX, and buying a
commercial speed controller were all considered.
Many commercial speed controllers are designed to be used in high-voltage
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and low-current applications. Speed controllers that could handle enough
current were prohibitively expensive. Speed controllers for hobby robotics
were suited to our application but were always larger than the EVX. The
EVX had the advantage that it was specifically designed for the given battery
voltages, motor characteristics, and space constraints of the Traxxas truck.
Modification of the EVX had the disadvantage that an understanding of
the device circuitry was needed. Even if the circuitry was understood, making
the actual modifications could prove to be very difficult.
Internally, the EVX speed controller contained a MOSFET H-bridge and
a Motorola HC09 microcontroller. Each leg of the H-bridge used two MOS-
FETs in TO220 packages. The H-bridge was controlled by two International
Rectifier IR2104S half-bridge gate drivers. Each IR2101S can control a set
of low-side and high-side MOSFETs using a boost circuit to provide a volt-
age that is higher than the supply. The IR2101S has two separate control
lines that allow independent control of both high-side and low-side MOS-
FETs. Unlike some gate drivers, the IR2101S does not provide protection
from shoot-through by preventing both the high-side and low-side outputs
from conducting at the same time.
The EVX also has a complicated power structure as shown in Figure 3.23.
The EVX is powered by two 8 V battery packs. The H-bridge uses both
packs in serial providing up to 16 V to the drive motors. The EVX uses
a large linear regulator to produce a 5 V output for the servos. The linear
regulator is powered from a single 8 V battery pack. Since linear regulators
dissipate voltage drop as heat, using 8 V instead of 16 V means less heat and
less wasted power.
A boost converter creates a 24 V output from the regulated 5 V supply.
The 24 V is used to augment the bootstrap voltage of the IR2101S gate
drivers. A Zener diode creates a 16 V supply that is used for the VCC pins
of the IR2101S.
On the EVX, an HS09 microcontroller is on a separate PCB that is stacked
on top of the H-bridge circuitry. There are nine pins connecting the micro-
controller to the rest of the EVX. This made it easy to reverse engineer the
H-bridge control signals. Figure 3.24 shows a drawing of the MCU board
and labels the pins. Table 3.1 lists the pins and their purposes.
When the servo input is above or below a certain threshold, the HC09


































Connector Pins to rest of EVX circuit
Figure 3.24: Microcontroller used to control stock EVX
Table 3.1: Description of pin functionality on EVX microcontroller board
Pin Number Purpose
1 Ground
2 5 V power
3 Servo PWM input
4 Unknown (related to temperature sensor)
5 Left half-bridge low side control (LIN pin on IR2101S)
6 Right half-bridge low-side control (LIN pin on IR2101S)
7 Left half-bridge high-side control (HIN pin on IR2101S)
8 Right half-bridge high-side control (HIN pin on IR2101S)





Figure 3.25: PWM alternates between 0% and 1.25% every 10 ms
high-side MOSFET is held constantly on. This is often referred to as a
sign-magnitude PWM scheme. When the servo input PWM is 1.5 ms, both
high-side MOSFETs are driven on, and both low-side MOSFETs are driven
off. This causes braking of the motors.
We used the HC12 from the MCU board to reproduce the control signals
that the HC09 produced. Extra stopping options were implemented that
allowed motors to either coast to a halt or force a quick stop.
The EVX H-bridge is driven using a 1 kHz PWM. The HC12 PWM pins
on the MCU board were are already being used for other purposes. Because
of this, the PWM for the EVX H-bridge is created with HC12 timer hardware
and software interrupts. This software-defined PWM is similar to the servo
PWM signals.
Unlike the servo PWM, the full range of duty cycles was needed for the H-
bridge PWM (0% to 100%). Unfortunately, this is not possible, so any duty
cycle under 1.25% is reduced to an effective PWM of 0%. In some situations
even a 1.25% PWM duty cycle caused the truck to move too quickly. To get
an even lower output, the hardware interface code would alternate between
a PWM value of 0% and 1.25% every 10 ms so that the average duty cycle
could effectively be below 1.25%. Figure 3.25 shows what the output PWM
waveform would look like for an output duty cycle of 0.625%. The waveform





Localization is the process of using control actions and sensor measurements
to determine the pose of a robot. The representation of pose can vary for
different types of robots or even vary for different applications with the same
robot. For the robotic truck, the pose consists of the 2D position and heading
angle.
With localization, some type of map is provided of the robot’s environment.
With simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM,) the pose and map
are unknown. With SLAM, both the robot’s location and a map of the
environment must be determined.
Some SLAM algorithms are essentially extensions of localization algo-
rithms, so it makes sense to discuss both together. Both seek to determine
the unknown state of a system. For localization, this state is simply the
robot’s pose. For SLAM, the state is both the robot pose and the map of
the robot’s environment.
Many approaches to the localization and SLAM problem consider the robot
state to never exactly be known. Instead, the state is considered to be a range
of possibilities that can be modeled as a probability distribution.
Probabilistic techniques help cope with error and uncertainty in both con-
trol actions and sensor measurements. By explicitly modeling uncertainly,
probabilistic algorithms are usually more robust to failure.
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4.2 Mathematical Framework
An idealized robot has two types of interactions with its environment: control
and measurement. Control changes the state of the robot or its environment,
whereas measurement senses the state of the robot and its environment. A
common assumption is that control actions will increase uncertainty of the
robot’s pose while using measurements can reduce that uncertainty.
Control actions are denoted by the variable u and measurements by the
variable z. A control action or measurement at any point in time is denoted
by ut or zt respectively. Though time is a continuous phenomenon, computing
systems often break time into discrete intervals or timesteps. With discrete
time intervals, a measurement that occurs just before time t is denoted as
zt−1. A measurement that occurs right after time t is denoted as zt+1. The
range of measurements from time t1 to t2 is written zt1:t2 .
The robotic truck has two possible control actions: changing the steering
angle, and making a forward movement. However, wheel odometry is instead
used to represent the truck’s control action. Even though odometry is a
sensor measurement, it is a measurement of the control actions taken.
4.2.1 State Transition Probability
With deterministic systems, a state transition function is used to determine
the next state given the current state and the control action. In a stochastic
system, a state transition probability is used to determine the result of a
control action. The probabilistic formula for a state transition function is
p(xt|x0:t−1, z1:t−1, u1:t) (4.1)
In the formulation, the next state’s probability distribution is a function
of all the previous robot states x0:t−1, all the status measurements z1:t−1, and
all the previous control actions u1:t.
The state transition function in formula 4.1 can be quite complicated since
it depends on all previous information. It also grows in complexity with time,
which is not good for any real-time algorithm.




In formula 4.2 the state x is assumed to be the complete state of the
system. When the state is complete, there is no extra information gained by
looking at all past states, controls, or measurements. Put another way, the
next state is conditionally independent of everything but the previous state
and most recent control action.
4.2.2 Measurement Probability
The measurement probability function will predict the next measurement
based on all previous control actions, measurements, and states. The prob-
abilistic formula for a measurement probability function is
p(zt|x0:t, z1:t−1, u1:t) (4.3)
Once again, if the state x is complete then the probability function can be
simplified.
p(zt|xt) (4.4)
When the state is complete the measurement function is only a function
of the current state.
4.2.3 Belief and Prediction
Since the state of the robot is never exactly known, the best guess of the
robot’s pose is defined as the belief. The belief is not a single value but rather
a probability distribution. The belief is made based on all measurements and
control actions that the robot has made. The belief about the robot state
at a certain timestep is abbreviated as bel(xt). The belief is defined by the
formula 4.5.
bel(xt) = p(xt|z1:t, u1:t) (4.5)
The prediction is the best guess of the robot state after a control ut is taken
but before a new sensor measurement zt is considered. Like the belief, the
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for all xt do
bel(xt) =
∫
p(xt|ut, xt−1) bel(xt−1) dxt−1 { Step 1 : Prediction }
bel(xt) = η p(zt|xt) bel(xt) { Step 2 : Measurement Update }
end for
return bel(xt)
Figure 4.1: Bayes algorithm
prediction is not a single value but a probability distribution. The prediction
is written as bel(xt). The equation for the prediction is:
bel(xt) = p(xt|z1:t−1, u1:t) (4.6)
4.3 Bayes Algorithm
The Bayes algorithm is a general algorithm that can efficiently find the belief
distribution. The algorithm forms the basis for many localization and SLAM
algorithms. The Bayes algorithm is shown in Figure 4.1.
The Bayes algorithm is recursive; it uses the previous belief bel(xt−1), new
controls ut, and new measurements zt to find the next belief distribution
bel(xt).
The Bayes algorithm consists of two steps, motion prediction and mea-
surement update.
Motion prediction is the first step of the Bayes algorithm. It uses the
robot’s previous belief bel(xt−1) and current control commands u to make
a prediction of the next robot state bel(xt). It also uses the probabilistic
function p(xt|ut, xt−1). This function specifies how the robot control actions
change its state. Chapter 5 discusses this function in more detail.
Measurement update is the second step of the Bayes algorithm. It uses the
previously calculated prediction result bel(xt) and new measurement data zt
to calculate a new belief bel(xt). The formula uses a normalizer constant η
that allows the result to be a valid probability distribution (
∫
bel(xt) dxt = 1).
The measurement update step also uses the probability function p(zt|xt).
This function provides a relationship between the robot state and sensor
measurements. Chapter 6 discuses p(zt|xt) in more detail.
The recursive nature of the Bayes algorithm is a very useful property.
When the robot is active and constantly moving, it will be accumulating
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new control values and new sensor measurements. If the algorithm for cal-
culating the belief distribution was not recursive, it would need to consider
all previous information. As the accumulated information grows over time,
the computation time used to calculate the belief distribution will also grow.
The recursive Bayes algorithm does not need to consider the older data.
Unfortunately, the recursive nature of the Bayes algorithm does not guar-
antee the algorithm will run in constant time. In some cases, the complexity
of the belief distribution bel(xt) can grow over time.
The derivation of the Bayes calculation is not given here, but is provided
in [2]. It is important to note that the derivation for the Bayes algorithm
depends on the assumption that the robot state x is complete. The main
reason the Bayes algorithm can be recursive is the completeness of x. When
x is complete, all information from sensor measurements and control actions
are essentially stored in bel(x).
The Bayes algorithm is somewhat incomplete. It specifies what operations
need to be done, but does not specify how to perform those operations.
In particular, the integration and multiplication operations on probability
functions can be difficult to perform.
If the probability functions are discrete and finite, the integration and mul-
tiplication operations can be trivially done by a computer. However, with
continuous state spaces (such as the pose of the truck), these operations are
not always straightforward. Even approximating different types of probabil-
ity distributions can be difficult.
4.4 Kalman Filter
In some cases, a parameterized mathematical model of the probability dis-
tributions can lead to a closed-form set of operations. The discrete Kalman
filter [2, 3] is a notable example of a closed-form implementation of the Bayes
algorithm. The system under consideration must meet certain preconditions
for the Kalman filter to be applicable.
First, the state transition function must have the form
xt = Atxt−1 +Btut + wt (4.7)
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Figure 4.2: Equal weight samples from a normal distribution
Second, the measurement update function must have the form
zt = Ctxt + vt (4.8)
In equations 4.7 and 4.8 both wt and vt are Gaussians with zero mean
covariance Wt and Vt.
Finally, the initial belief bel(x0) must be normally distributed. When the
above preconditions hold, the Kalman filter provides an exact closed-form
solution for the Bayes filter in which every new belief distribution will also
have a normal distribution.
4.5 Particle Filter
The robotic truck does not fit into a known parameterized model like the
Kalman filter. Instead, a non-parameterized probability model is used to
implement the Bayes algorithm.
The particle filter represents a probability distribution using many discrete
samples. The samples can have a weighting that is proportional to their
probability of occurring relative to other samples.
In the case where all samples are equally weighted, there will be a higher
number of samples from regions of with higher probability density. Figure
4.2 shows an example of equal weighted samples taken from a normal distri-
bution.
On the other extreme, samples could be uniformly distributed and their
weights proportional their probability distribution as in Figure 4.3.
If bel(x) was represented by particles and p(z|x) is some function with
scalar inputs z and x, then the multiplication in step 2 of the Bayes fil-
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Figure 4.3: Variable weight samples from a normal distribution












Figure 4.4: Pseudocode for step 2 of Bayes Algorithm using particle filter
ter could be performed with a single computer loop over all the particles.





t . The multiplication bel(x) p(z|x) can be achieved by
multiplying each particle’s weights by p(z|x[i]). Pseudocode for the multipli-
cation is given in Figure 4.4
4.6 Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filters
A particle filter works well when the unknown state of the system has a
small number of dimensions. However, the space and run-time complexity of
particle filters scale exponentially with the number of unknown dimensions
[4, 2]. The Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF) allows some dimensions
to be marginalized out. The marginalized variable can often be represented
with a parameterized PDF.
The types of performance gains that can be expected by Rao-Blackwellization
are discussed in [4].
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4.7 GridSLAM
The GridSLAM algorithm uses a 2D grid for a map. Each cell in the grid
can be in one of two states: occupied or free.
The GridSLAM algorithm uses a map that consists of a 2D occupancy grid.
Each cell in the grid has a uniform size. Each cell is treated as a separate
unknown variable that represents the probability there is an obstacle within
the cell.
For the GridSLAM implementation, each cell is set to 10 cm. The entire
grid consists of 4096 by 4096 cells.
Because each grid location is treated as a separate unknown variable, there
are far too many unknown variables to estimate with a particle filter. To
make the estimation problem tractable, the probability of a single cell is
marginalized based on the robot pose. This allows the occupancy of each
cell to be estimated independently using a parameterized probability model
that uses a single variable. The parameterized probability model used for
each cell is known as the log-odds ratio and described in more detail in
chapter 8 and in [2].
With marginalization, each particle now stores the pose of the robot and
the parameterized state for each grid cell. The parameterized model for each
cell uses 4 bytes of memory. A naive implementation of a 4096x4096 grid
would require 64 Mb of memory for a single particle. Even a filter with only
a modest number of particles would use an unacceptable amount of memory.
Luckily, many grid cells are never observed, allowing a sparse implementation
of the grid to save vast amounts of memory. Also, different particles can often
share data because they were descended from the same parent. More details




5.1 Introduction to Motion Prediction
Motion prediction determines a new pose from previous pose and control
inputs. While probability-based SLAM algorithms are robust to noise in
motion predictions, there is a trade-off between the accuracy of the motion
prediction and precision of the pose estimate. In the case of a particle-
based SLAM algorithm, the computation time and memory usage are reduced
with more accurate motion predictions. This is because the space of pose
possibilities expands more slowly requiring fewer particles to provide dense
coverage of the belief distribution.
For this thesis, two different approaches to motion prediction were at-
tempted. The approaches differ in how they estimated the change in truck
heading angle. The first approach used the steering angle and produced poor
results in practice. The second approach used the motion difference on the
rear wheels and worked well after certain wheel modifications were made.
5.2 Bicycle Steering Model
Figure 5.1 is a diagram for the motion model that is often used for car-like
vehicles. In the model, there are two wheels where only the velocity v of the
wheels and the steering angle φ can be controlled.
To build a relationship between the control parameters and the vehicle
motion, a constraint of non-slippage on the wheels is imposed. This con-





















Figure 5.1: Bicycle movement model
the wheel direction to be zero.
ẋ = v cos(θ) (5.1)
ẏ = v sin(θ) (5.2)








If the heading of the vehicle in the global coordinate frame is θr and the
angle of the front wheel WRT the vehicle axis is φ, then the angle of the
front wheel is θf = θr + φ. The position of the front wheel is
xf = xr + l cos(θr) (5.4)
yf = yr + l sin(θr) (5.5)
Taking the derivative of equations 5.4 and 5.5 provides the velocity of the
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front wheel:
ẋf = ẋr − l sin(θr) θ̇r (5.6)
ẏf = ẏr + l cos(θr) θ̇r (5.7)
Using the velocity of the front wheel of equations 5.6, 5.7 and the no slippage
constraint of equation 5.3 for the front wheel gives
ẋr − l sin(θr) θ̇r
cos(θf )
=
ẏr + l cos(θr) θ̇r
sin(θf )
(5.8)
Solving for θr gives:
θ̇r =
ẋr sin(θf )− ẏr cos(θf )




ẋr sin(θf )− ẏr cos(θf )
l cos(θf − θr)
(5.10)
Using the no slippage constraints of equations 5.1 and 5.2 for the back wheel:
θ̇r =
vr cos(θr) sin(θf )− vr sin(θr)cos(θf )
l cos(θf − θr)
(5.11)
With more simplification and using θf = θr + φ
θ̇r =
vr sin(θf − θr)





Putting everything together provides the state transition function:
ẋ = vr cos(θr) (5.13)





Equations 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15 will predict the change in the pose of the
robotic truck from its steering angle and velocity. Using the encoders to
determine the velocity is straightforward and accurate. Determining the
truck steering angle φ is somewhat more complex. The truck has two front
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wheels that are not aligned with the vehicle’s center axis. When turning,
the wheels will actually move along circles with different radii. This implies
each wheel would need to be at a slightly different angle to achieve the no
slippage constraint. While there are formulations to estimate an effective
steering angle from the angles of each front wheel, there is also the issue of
determining the angle of the steering wheels in the first place.
Using the commanded servo position as the steering angle does not work
well because the servo used to drive the steering is slightly underpowered and
will not always achieve the commanded angle. It was possible to measure
the actual servo angle by wiring into the potentiometer that the servo uses
for position feedback, as shown in Figure 2.3. However, even with accurate
servo angle measurement there are still problems because of the backlash and
flexibility in the linkage between the servo in the front wheels. Generally,
equation 5.15 provides a very poor prediction of the change in truck heading
θ̇r.
5.3 Differential Drive Encoder Motion
The E-Maxx has a differential transmission between the right and left drive
wheels. Because of this differential, the right and left wheels can move differ-
ent amounts while the truck is turning. The truck was outfitted with encoder
on both right and left wheels, making it possible to measure both the for-
ward and angular motion of the truck. Given a forward velocity v, angular
velocity θ̇, and distance between the right and left wheels d, the equations
for the motion of the truck’s rear wheels are:


















Figure 5.2: 2 foot move, 90 degree turn, then 1 foot move
Figure 5.3: 1 foot move, 90 degree turn, then 2 foot move
The change in heading θ̇r calculated from the wheel encoder of equation
5.17 proved much more accurate than the results provided by the steering
angle of equation 5.15.
5.3.1 Uncertainty between Timesteps
The optical encoders on the wheels of the truck do not directly measure wheel
velocity; instead, they sample rotational position at a constant time interval.
This creates the situation where the same change in encoder values could
result from many different vehicle movements. For example, imagine that a
timestep of 10 seconds was used between reading the encoder values. In 10
seconds the vehicle could go forward 2 m then make a 90 degree turn, and
finally move forward 1 m farther as in Figure 5.2. Alternatively, the vehicle
could move forward 1 m, then make a 90 degree turn, and finally move
straight for 2 m farther as in Figure 5.3. In these two examples, the final
displacement of the right and left wheel encoders will be the same but the
final translation will be different. Unfortunately, the encoder displacement
does not translate into a single possible pose change. Extra constraints must
be placed on the motion of the truck to get a unique mapping from encoder
















Figure 5.4: Motion of vehicle between time steps
5.3.2 Circular Arc
The encoder positions are sampled quickly (100 Hz) relative to the truck
motion. Over such a small timestep the maximum change in steering angle φ
will be limited. Making the approximation that the steering angle is constant
over a sample interval implies the motion of the truck has to be a circular
arc. Below is a derivation of the motion equation for a circular arc. The
derivation references Figure 5.4.
If the radius of the circular arc is R and the change in angle is ∆Θ then




If the arc center is at (xc, yc) and the initial truck heading is θi, then the
initial truck position (xi, yi) is
xi = xc +Rcos(θi −
π
2
) = xc +Rsin(θi)
yi = yc +Rsin(θi −
π
2
) = yc −Rcos(θi)
The final heading θf and position (x, y) will be
θf = θi + ∆θ
xf = xc +Rsin(θf )
yf = yc −Rcos(θf )
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Combining the previous equations:
xf = xi −Rsin(θi) +Rsin(θf ) (5.18)
yf = yi +Rcos(θi)−Rcos(θf ) (5.19)
θf = θi + ∆θ (5.20)
One problem with the equations 5.18 and 5.19 is that they can be numer-
ically unstable since the arc radius R will be infinity when the truck is going
in a straight line.
5.3.3 Point and Shoot
A simpler approximation to the arc movement would be to assume the truck
first changes it angle by ∆θ then moves forward by s. This type of ap-
proximation is sometimes called point-and-shoot. While this is less accurate
than the circular arc approximation, it produces satisfactory results when
the timestep is small.
θf = θi + ∆θ (5.21)
xf = xi − s cos(θf ) = xi + s cos(θi + ∆θ) (5.22)
yf = yi + s sin(θf ) = xi + s sin(θi + ∆θ) (5.23)
5.3.4 Point, Shoot, Point
A slightly more complex variant of point and shoot, would be to have a
final angle adjustment after moving forward. In this case the rotation of the
robot is divided between two values : ∆θpre which occurs before the forward
translation and ∆θpost which occurs after as shown in equations 5.24, 5.25,
and 5.26.
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xf = xi − s cos(θf ) = xi + s cos(θi + ∆θpre) (5.24)
yf = yi + s sin(θf ) = yi + s sin(θi + ∆θpre) (5.25)
θf = θi + ∆θpre + ∆θpost (5.26)
Figure 5.5: Contact point at center of both right and left wheels, where
center of axle Caxle and center of rotation Crot are aligned
5.3.5 Problems with Wide Wheels
Having wide wheels on the truck causes problems when using differential
encoders measurements to predict change in heading angle. These methods
use a parameter d, the distance from the point of contact of the right and
left wheels. With an ideal wheel, the point of contact would always be in the
same location, and d would always be constant. However, with wide wheels,
the point of contact could be anywhere between the inside and outside wheel
walls. If the contact point of a wheel can move, it allows both d and the center
of rotation to change. In Figure 5.5, the contact point is at the center of both
the right and left wheel. In this case, the center of the axle (Caxel) lines up
with the center of rotation (Crot). In Figure 5.6, the contact point on the
right wheel has moved to the outside wall. In this case, the center of the axle
no longer aligns with the center of rotation. Also, the distance between the
contact points has changed to d′. In practice, going around corners caused
any encoder-based heading prediction to produce poor results. To improve
this, the rear tires were modified to have a raised center. The raised center
kept the wheel contact point near the center of the wheel. These wheels
provided much more accurate heading predictions.
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Figure 5.6: Contact at different points on right and left wheels, where
center of axle Caxle and center of rotation Crot are not aligned
5.4 Motion Prediction with Uncertainty
The point-shoot-point equations 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26 are entirely determin-
istic; however, the true motion of the truck is not deterministic. For the
particle-based SLAM algorithm, each particle’s motion must be sampled from
a probability distribution that is a close approximation of the true probability
of the truck’s movement.
To model the non-deterministic nature of the truck, a certain amount
of zero-mean random error is added after each point and shoot motion. In
equations 5.27, 5.28, and 5.29, A is the zero-mean random error that is added
to the initial point motion, B is the zero-mean random error that is added to
the forward “shoot” movement, and C is added to the final point movement.
xf = xi + (s+B) cos(θi + ∆θpre + A) (5.27)
yf = yi + (s+B) sin(θi + ∆θpre + A) (5.28)
θf = θi + ∆θpre + A+ ∆θpost + C (5.29)
The standard deviation of the random error values (A, B, and C) is
weighted using the forward velocity and rotational velocity of the robot.
This means the faster the robot is moving, the larger the variance of the
random values.
The algorithm in Figure 5.7 shows how new pose values (x′, y′, θ′) are
calculated from previous pose values (x, y, θ), displacement s, and heading
change θ provided by odometry. In the algorithm the sample(a) function
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ŝ = s+ sample(FF ∗ |s|+ AF ∗∆θ)
∆̂θpre = ∆θ + sample(FA1 ∗ |s|+ AA1 ∗∆θ)
∆̂θpost = sample(FA2 ∗ |s|+ AA2 ∗∆θ)
x′ = x+ s ∗ cos(θ + ∆̂θpre)
y′ = y + s ∗ sin(θ + ∆̂θpre)
θ′ = θ + ∆̂θpost
Figure 5.7: Pseudocode for motion prediction with uncertainty
represents taking a random sample from a probability distribution with vari-
ance a. Thrun et al. [2] suggested using a normal or triangular distribution
for sample(a). A uniform distribution is used with the implementation of
the SLAM algorithm used on the robotic truck. In Figure 5.7, six constant
weighting values (FF , AF , FA1, AA1, FA2, AA2) are used to generate the vari-
ance values used for the sample function.
5.5 Improved Motion Prediction using Laser Scans
In [5] some of the laser scans were used for mapping and other scans were used
to augment the wheel encoder odometry. Because laser scanners have very
small measurement variance, the resulting variance in the odometry estimate
is smaller. Smaller variance requires fewer particles and less processing power.





The measurement update step of the particle-based SLAM filter computes
the probability of a certain measurement zt given the map m and robot state
xt: p(zt|xt,m).
6.2 Beam Model
The robotic truck uses a Hokuyo URG-04LX laser to measure distance to
the nearest object at discrete angle intervals. The laser beam spreads very
little as it travels and can be thought of as a thin line as shown in Figure 6.1.
This is in contrast to a sonar sensor that measures distance to the nearest
object in a cone-like region that might spread 30 degrees or more as shown
in Figure 6.2
Figure 6.1: Line model for laser-based distance measurement
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Figure 6.2: Cone model for sonar-based distance measurement
6.3 Bressenham’s Line Algorithm
Instead of computing p(zt|xt,m), the probability p(zt|z∗) is computed in-
stead, where z∗ is the expected laser measurement based on the robot’s po-
sition and the map.
To compute z∗, a line-tracing algorithm is used. The line-tracing starts
at the sensor location and continues until either the first obstacle is found
or the maximum search distance zmax is reached. The value zmax is chosen
to be greater than the maximum range of the Hokuyo laser, which is 4 m.
While line-tracing could easily be done with floating-point calculations, it
would be more computationally expensive and likely check the same grid cell
for occupancy multiple times.
Bressenham’s line algorithm described in [6] used integer computations to
quickly generate the sequence of discrete grid locations that a line would pass
through. Bressenham’s line algorithm has the added advantage that it never
generates same grid coordinates more than once.
The pseudocode in Figure 6.3 shows how Bressenham’s line algorithm is
used to generate z∗ using the sensor’s pose xi, yi and laser scan angle θlaser.
The sequence of grid locations that the algorithm in Figure 6.3 would
traverse is visualized in Figure 6.4. In Figure 6.4 the laser sensor starts
somewhere inside grid location ii, ji. If the laser scan were to travel the
maximum distance zmax at the current angle, it would end up in grid location
if , jf . The algorithm sequentially checks each grid location starting with grid
point 0 for an obstacle. When the first obstacle is reached at grid point 7,
the distance between the two grid centers z∗ is returned. If no obstacle is
reached before hitting if , jf then the value of zmax is returned.
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ii, ji ← grid index(grid pitch, xi, yi)
if , jf ← grid index(grid pitch, xi + zmax ∗ cos(θlaser), yi + zmax ∗ sin(θlaser))
R← 0
i, j ← ii, ji
while (i, j) 6= (if , jf ) do
occupied← get map occupancy(m, i, j)
if occupied then
z∗ ← grid pitch ∗
√
(i− ii)2 + (j − ji)2
return z∗
end if
R, i, j ←bresenhams(R, ii, ji, if , jf , i, j)
end while
return zmax





















Figure 6.4: Sequence of grid locations that are checked for obstacles when
searching grid
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Figure 6.5: Correct measurement with noise
6.4 Parametric Measurement Model
Thrun et al. [2] suggest a probability model that consists of separate parts
to represent four different scenarios. The final probability distribution is a
weighted sum of the probabilities for each scenario.
6.4.1 Correct with Measurement Noise
The first type of measurement produces a correct value, with a small amount
of measurement noise. The amount of measurement noise varies with the type
of sensor, but the measurement noise of the Hokuyo laser scanner is minimal.
The probability for this type of measurement error is often modeled as a
Gaussian distribution around expected measurement value z∗, as shown in
Figure 6.5.
With many types of distance sensors, the amount of sensor noise is ex-
pected to increase as the measurement distance increases. This also is true
of measurement provided by the Hokuyo laser scanner.
With a true Gaussian distribution, the measurement value z can take on
any value from −∞ to ∞. However, the actual value returned by the laser
scanner can only fall in the range of 0 to zmax. Because of this, the PDF
















Unfortunately, there is no closed form solution for the integral in equation






Figure 6.6: Example of multiple moving objects, where only the closest
object is detected by the laser scanner
6.4.2 Unexpected Moving Object
When operating a robot inside a building it is possible for a person or another
moving object to unexpectedly pass in between the laser scanner and a static
building obstacle.
While it may be possible to track these moving obstacles and treat them
as a part of the robot state, this is more difficult and more computation-
ally intensive. Luckily, it is possible to treat these events as sensor noise.
In this case, the actual sensor measurement z should always be less than
the expected measurement z∗, because a moving obstacle will be passing in
between a static obstacle and the sensor.
In some situations, two or more moving obstacles may be passing in front
of the laser at the same moment as depicted in Figure 6.6. In this case, only
the closest moving obstacle will be detected by the laser scanner. Because of
this, there will be a higher probability of detecting a moving obstacle closer to
the laser scanner than farther away. An exponential distribution can model
the situation where multiple random events could occur at the same time,
but only the closest event will be detected.
As depicted in Figure 6.7, any moving obstacle behind a static map obsta-
cle will not be detected by the laser scanner.
This indicates there is zero probability of a measurement greater than z∗.
Because of this, the exponential probability distribution must be modified,
as seen in equation 6.2. The changes cause a normalization factor ηshort
to be used in the equation. Luckily the modified exponential distribution
is integratable, so the normalization factor has a closed-form solution as
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Z*
Figure 6.7: Example showing that mobile obstacle behind a static structure
will not be detected by laser scanner











Figure 6.8: Measurement probability with unexpected moving obstacle
shown in equation 6.3. Figure 6.8 visualizes the short detection probability
model. In many of the actual robotic truck runs, a short measurement was
















= −e−λz∗ + 1x (6.3)
6.4.3 Random Measurement
Some sensors produce completely random measurements that have no bearing
on the expected measurement z∗. The uniform probability distribution for
this type of measurement is modeled as a uniform distribution from 0 to zmax
as shown in Figure 6.9
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Figure 6.9: Measurement caused by random error
A. B. C.
Figure 6.10: Laser reflection off of different surfaces
6.4.4 Measurement Failure
The fourth measurement type is a failure of the laser scanner to produce a
valid result. For the Hokuyo URG-04LX SCIP1 protocol, the various types
of errors are represented by an integer value from 0 to 19 inclusive. Statistics
were computed from the laser data of two different paths around the MEL
building. As seen in Table 6.1, more than a quarter of the total laser scans
returned an error code.
For a typical laser scanner, a measurement failure can be caused by a
variety of factors. In some cases, the laser hits an object that fails to produce
a strong enough reflection in the direction back to the sensor. Without a
strong reflection, the sensor cannot determine the difference between the
reflected light and the noise floor. A weak reflection might be caused by a
very dark object that absorbs most of the laser light. A poor return could
be also caused by a very smooth or reflective object that directs most light
away from the laser sensor. Figure 6.10 shows examples of laser reflection
on a normal bright surface, a dark highly absorptive surface, and a highly
reflective surface at a non-orthogonal angle.
In some cases, strong ambient lighting can effectively blind the laser sensor.
This is very common with outdoor lighting or when the sensor points directly
into a light source. Luckily the robotic truck was used indoors and there were
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Table 6.1: Hokuyo URG-04LX error codes, occurrence percentage of total
laser scans for two different runs of robotic truck
Code Description Run 1 (%) Run 2 (%)
0 Possibility of detected object is at
22m
27.2 27.5
1 Reflected light has low intensity < 0.01 < 0.01
2 Reflected light has low intensity 0 < 0.01
3 Reflected light has low intensity 0 0
4 Reflected light has low intensity 0 0
5 Reflected light has low intensity 0 0
6 Possibility of detected object is at
5.7m
0.162 0.124
7 Distance data on the preceding
and succeeding steps have errors
0.59 0.585
8 Others 0.0164 0.0175
9 The same step has error in the
last two scan
0.611 0.558
10 Others < 0.01 < 0.01
11 Others 0 0
12 Others 0 0
13 Others 0 0
14 Others 0 0
15 Others 0.115 0.103
16 Possibility of object is in the
range 4096mm
0.69 0.613
17 Others 0 0
18 Unspecified < 0.01 < 0.01
19 Non-Measurable Distance 0 0
TOTAL 29.4 29.5
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Figure 6.11: Measurement failure probability distribution function
no artificial light sources in the same horizontal plane as the Hokuyo laser
scanner.
Measurement failures are discrete probability events — they either do or
do not occur — whereas all other types of laser measurements have con-
tinuous probability distribution. For the sake of plotting the combined laser
probability distribution function, any erroneous measurement values are con-
verted into the measurement of zmax. The plot for a failed measurement is
represented with an indicator function around zmax as shown in Figure 6.11.
However, this probability is treated as a discrete event in the algorithms and
software implementation.
6.4.5 Combining Probability Functions
Four weighting factors are used to combine the four types of measurement
probabilities together: zcorrect, zmoving, zrandom, and zfailure. Because the
combined probability density must sum to 1, the weighting factors must also
sum to 1 : zcorrect + zmoving + zrandom + zfailure = 1.
While the weighting factors could be constant values, it is reasonable to as-
sume that they may actually be parameterized on the expected measurement
z∗. This is especially true for zfailure which is more likely to occur when the
expected object is farther from the sensor. Figure 6.12 shows a combination
of the four different types of probability distribution functions with an equal
weighting for each type.
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Figure 6.12: Combined PDF of different types of laser scanner
measurements














Figure 6.13: Parameterization of triangle distribution
6.4.6 Intrinsic Model Parameters
Thrun et al. [2] discuss using a maximum likelihood estimator to determine
the weighting factors (zcorrect, zmoving, zrandom, and zfailure) for the different
measurement types. In practice, the weighting values were determined by
hand based on some experimentation. While less optimal, hand-tuning pro-
vided decent results. It also provided a good starting point for generating
data for a non-parametric measurement probability function that is described
in section 6.6.
6.5 Laser Parametric Model Implementation
The actual implementation of the laser model differs from the previous dis-
cussion in a few ways that are worth noting. As stated previously, a trian-
gle distribution is used instead of Gaussian distribution when modeling the
probability of correct measurement with noise. The triangle distribution is
parameterized by its base width b as shown in Figure 6.13.
The equation for the probability distribution function is shown in 6.4.
Using the standard functions max and abs, the equation can be written
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of Gaussian and triangle probability distribution
functions with same mean and standard deviation values
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The standard deviation for the triangle distribution is b√
24
. The derivation
of the STD is shown in equation 6.6. In the derivation, z∗ is assumed to be
zero and only half the PDF is integrated since it is symmetric around z∗.
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(6.6)
Figure 6.14 shows a comparison of the Gaussian and triangle probability
distribution functions. Both PDFs have the same mean value z∗ and the
same standard deviation σ.
In the actual implementation of the laser probability model, special care is
taken to model laser failures. Instead of representing failures as values near
zmax, a negative value is used to indicate that the laser scanner returned
an error code instead of a normal value between 0 and zmax. A negative
value is also used to indicate that the expected distance z∗ is far beyond the
distance that the laser scanner is expected to measure. The laser probability
algorithm treats the laser errors as a special case with a discrete probability.
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Even though it is possible to parameterize the weighting factors on ex-
pected measurement z∗, this is not implemented. Instead of parameterizing
the weighting factors (zcorrect, zmoving, zrandom, and zfailure) on z
∗, any part of
the probability distribution functions for pcorrect or pmoving that were outside
the measurement range of the laser scanner was attributed to zfailure. While
the weights are not parameterized on z∗, the base width value b for the tri-
angle distribution is increased as z∗ increases. This is done because there
seems to be more measurement noise for objects that are farther away. The
complete laser measurement probability algorithm is shown in Figure 6.15.
Because of the discrete failure probability, the algorithm is unfortunately
quite complex. Early implementations were actually incorrect because not
all edge cases were handled correctly. Test cases were created that would
approximate the integral of the combined PDF for different expected mea-
surements z∗. These test cases were instrumental in finding implementation
errors.
Figures 6.16, 6.17, and 6.18, show probability distribution models gen-
erated by the actual implementation. In the models, the special case of a
measurement failure is plotted as a point distribution at a negative value.
6.6 Histogram Laser Model
Thrun et al. [2] discuss using actual measurement data and a maximum
likelihood estimator to optimize the parametric sensor model. To perform
this type of optimization, data needed to be collected from the Hokuyo laser
scanner to compare actual measurement values to expected values.
Pairs of (z, z∗) were separated into discrete bins and counted to program-
matically determine p(z|z∗). Table 6.2 shows the probability for a given
measurement interval given a certain map interval. The software lookup ta-
ble uses small distance intervals; however, to fit Table 6.2 to the page width,
many smaller intervals were combined into a few larger intervals.
6.6.1 Data Collection
One method to collect data samples for p(z|z∗) would be to place a laser
sensor a specific distance z∗ from a surface and collect laser measurements
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if z > zmax then





if z∗ < 0 then
{ Expected laser measurement was much larger than the laser scanner
max range }
if z < 0 then
{ Both expected and actual measurements were errors. The proba-
bility of this occurring is the probability of both a moving or random
measurement NOT occurring}
return 1− zrandom − zmoving
else
{Map shows that there is no obstacle in front of the robot. Only
a random measurement, or a moving obstacle would explain laser
getting a valid measurement}
ηmoving = 1− e−λzmax
pmoving = ηmovingλe
−λz
return zrandom ∗ prandom + zmoving ∗ pmoving
end if
else
b = 0.2 + 0.3 ∗ z
zmax
if z < 0 then
















return zcorrect ∗ pcorrect + zmoving ∗ pmoving + zfailure
else
pcorrect = triangle(z, z
∗, b)
if z < z∗ then







return zcorrect ∗ pcorrect + zmoving ∗ pmoving + zrandom ∗ prandom
end if
end if
Figure 6.15: Implementation of parametric laser probability model
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Figure 6.16: Probability distribution of laser measurement when expected
value is 1.6 m








Figure 6.17: Probability distribution of laser measurement when expected
value is 2.6 m








Figure 6.18: Probability distribution of laser measurement when expected
value is 4.0 m
Table 6.2: Probability for a given measurement interval given a map
distance interval
Measured: 0.0-1.2 1.2-2.5 2.5-3.8 3.8-5.0 5.0-5.2 Invalid
Map: 0.0-1.2 0.92 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02
Map: 1.2-2.5 0.03 0.74 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.16
Map: 2.5-3.8 0.00 0.02 0.46 0.01 0.00 0.51
Map: 3.8-5.0 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.10 0.01 0.73
Map: 5.0-5.2 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.05 0.05
Map: Invalid 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99
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z. This process would be repeated for a range of different z∗. If data was
collected up to 4 m at 10 cm intervals, only 40 different trials would be needed.
However, these trials would not account for how the incident angle or surface
material might affect measurements. Also, there is no reason to believe
that surface material or surface angle have completely independent effects on
sensor distance. Trying a range of surfaces and incident angles could provide
a more precise probability model p(z|z∗,mat, θinc) that is conditioned on both
material surface mat and incident angle θinc. Unfortunately, constructing a
grid map that included information about surface material mat and incident
angle θinc would be too computationally complex. A simplified probably
model could be used that is conditionally independent the surface type and
incident angle: p(z|z∗) = p(z|z∗,mat, θinc) ∗ p(mat) ∗ p(θinc).
The number of data collection trials to compute p(z|z∗,mat, θinc) would be
immense. Even computing p(mat) and p(θinc) for a given environment would
be problematic. The workaround would be to use data collected while the
vehicle was driven around the environment. Data collected this way would
passively incorporate thep(mat) and p(θinc) probabilities.
The difficulty of using truck driving data is that the expected measurement
distance z∗ is unknown. The solution to this was to create a rough map
outline based on actual building dimensions as shown in Figure 6.19. This
outline is used as starting point for GridSLAM algorithm.
The generated map using the outline is straighter and more accurate than
the map built by the GridSLAM algorithm alone, as seen in Figure 6.20.
Once a complete map is built, the path of the most successful particle is
re-run through the completed map while collecting counts of expected map
distance z∗ versus actual laser measurements z. These counts are used to
produce a table for p(z|z∗) that is saved to disk.
6.6.2 Table Data Structure
The non-parametric table probability model maps a z∗ to p(z|z∗). Since
there needs to be a value for every possible pair of z and z∗ pairs, the lookup
table can be thought of as a 2D array that maps a (z, z∗) pair to a probability
value.
Splitting the range of possible z or z∗ values into very small bins would
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Figure 6.19: Map outline of MEL building
Figure 6.20: GridSLAM map of MEL generated after starting with outline
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create more precise results but would take up more space in memory. A very
large table is less likely to fit in the computer’s data cache and would degrade
performance.
Since the probability function p(z|z∗) is likely to be locally linear, linear
interpolation was used for both z values and (z, z∗) pairs. Linear interpola-
tion requires additional computation cycles as well as more memory reads.
On a modern processor, the extra computation is usually much faster than
memory access. Interpolating between different values of z requires two table
reads, one for each nearest neighboring value. Interpolating for both z and
z∗ requires four table reads.
Figure 6.21 shows a Gaussian function that is represented with a table
lookup and a linear interpolation. The linear interpolation uses half the
number of points but does a good job emulating the function. Figure 6.22
compares the error between Gaussians and two interpolation functions.
Figures 6.23, 6.24, and 6.25 are plots of p(z|z∗) for different values of z∗.
6.7 Measurement Probability Smoothness and Particle
Density
For a particle-based SLAM algorithm to work well it needs a dense enough
particle cloud so that the particle that is close to the true robot position has
a higher probability. Sometimes using a smoother probability distribution
can produce better results when using a smaller number of samples.
Assume the vehicle laser is 1.8 m away from an obstacle, and the particle
filter has four samples, where no sample is in the correct location. Figure 6.26
shows a probability distribution with a small bHit value. This probability
distribution could be based on realistic laser measurement noise; however,
the two samples that are closer to true measurement value z∗ do not receive
a significantly higher probability value. Figure 6.27 shows the same scenario,
except that bHit has been doubled. The samples that are closer to true
location receive a significantly higher probability value.
The previous example shows why a looser measurement probability distri-
bution p(z|z∗) might be preferred in order to reduce the number of needed
samples.
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no interpolation with 20 points





interpolation with 10 points
Figure 6.21: Different methods for emulating Gaussian function with a
lookup table















no interpolation with 10 points
interpolation with 10 points
Figure 6.22: Absolute error with for different lookup table methods
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Figure 6.23: Histogram based probability distribution of laser measurement
when expected value is 1.6 m

















Figure 6.24: Histogram based probability distribution of laser measurement
when expected value is 2.6 m

















Figure 6.25: Histogram based probability distribution of laser measurement
when expected value is 4.0 m
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Figure 6.26: Sample probabilities with using a tight bHit value of 0.15
1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2
























Figure 6.27: Sample probabilities with using a smoother bHit value of 0.3
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Figure 6.28: Two laser scans taken from slightly different positions in a flat
walled environment
Figure 6.29: Superimposed comparison of laser scans taken from different
positions in a flat walled environment
Smoothing the probability distribution function allows for a smaller num-
ber of samples in only some situations. It does not work in all environments.
For example, Figure 6.28 shows an environment with large flat walls where
two lasers scans have been taken from slightly different reference points.
Figure 6.29 overlays these two scans on top of each other. Each individual
scan is a slightly different length. One scan could represent the actual laser
measurement and the other scan would represent the expected measurement
for a sample position that is close to the true position. Since each scan length
is similar a smooth probability model for each scan would return a relatively
high value of p(z|z∗).
The environment in Figure 6.30 has a few small obstacles. Laser scans
will hit the small obstacles when taken from one perspective, but not from
another nearby perspective. When the two scans are overlayed in Figure
6.31 it is clear the differences in the individual scan lengths are much larger
than in Figure 6.29, even though the change in perspective is the same.
Thus smoothing the probability model does not always reduce sample density
requirements in environments with small stand-alone obstacles.
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Figure 6.30: Two laser scans take from slightly different position in an
environment with small disconnected obstacles
Figure 6.31: Superimposed comparison of laser scans take from slightly
different positions in an environment with small disconnected obstacles
6.8 Grid Unfairness
When using a grid based map, the distance measured from the map zm∗ is
quantized because of the quantization of obstacles into grid cells. A map cell
size can potentially be larger than the laser measurement noise.
Figure 6.32 shows laser scans z that have been generated in a small area,
then drawn to a grid map based on slightly different start positions. The
respective grid maps are then used to generate expected scan measurements
z∗. Finally, the expected scans are compared to the original measurements.
The different comparisons show how grid quantization can unfairly penalize
certain poses, even though they should have equal measurement probabilities.
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Figure 6.32: Example showing how grid map quantization can cause





Once the measurement update step adjusts each particle’s weight based on
the conditional measurement probability p(z|x), the particle weights loosely
represent the relative probability of one particle relative to another. With
importance resampling, particles are added or removed so particle weights
are again equal. Resampling eliminates particles that have a low relative
probability while duplicating particles that have a higher probability.
7.2 Particle Deprivation Problem
One problem with resampling is that it is not fair or exact. A particle’s
relative probability does not always match up to the number of copies that
exist after resampling.
For example, a particle’s weight might make it represent 7% of the total
particle weights. If there are 20 particles, with resampling the particle could
be sampled twice and represent 10% of the resulting distribution, or just once
and represent only 5% of the resulting distribution.
Another problem with resampling is that the particle distribution can only
lose variation because resampling only makes exact copies of values that
already exist.
7.2.1 Low Variance Resampling
A naive method of resampling particles would be to randomly select particles
with replacement based on each particle’s relative weight. The disadvantage
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Figure 7.1: Selections of particles low variance sampling and different
starting points
of random resampling is that there is a small chance that a particle with a
high relative weight might not get selected, or a particle with low relative
weight gets selected many times.
Instead of randomly selecting a particle, it is possible to sample the parti-
cles so there are strict bounds on how many times a particle is selected. With
this algorithm, a particle with a relative weight of 5.5% would be selected a
minimum of 5 times, and at most 6 times from a set of 100 particles.
With low variance resampling, the particles are “stacked” by their different
weights. Then a set of evenly spaced locations are used to select particles.
The starting point for the evenly spaced points is randomized uniformly
between zero and 1/sum(weights). Because of the evenly spaced sampling
locations a particle with w% of the total weight must be sampled between
floor(N ∗ w) and ceil(N ∗ w) times as demonstrated in Figure 7.1.
7.2.2 Delayed Map Updates
With a low-resolution grid and laser scanner with limited sensing range,
scoring particles against a recently drawn grid map does little to eliminate
samples with a poor motion update. In fact, this is more likely to cause early
particle depletion and will reduce the quality of the map after a loop closure.
Because of this, the algorithm delays drawing the laser scanner near the
grid map. As each particle moves, its previous locations are stored in a
circular queue along with the laser scan data from that cycle. Since the mo-
tion update step is only performed when odometry has accumulated enough
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Figure 7.2: Delayed laser scan lagging behind particle position
movement, this delay queue causes map update to lag a certain distance
behind the particle position as shown in Figure 7.2.
This distance is large enough so that no particle ever sees its own map
unless the vehicle actually closes a loop or backtracks in some way.
Because of this large distance, another optimization is possible; “lazy”
map drawing can be performed. Instead of immediately drawing the delayed
laser scan to the map grid, the algorithm just records that there is a scan
that should get drawn if the particle ever gets close to this area again. These
undrawn laser scans are recorded in a very coarse grid structure. Before the
measurement update step is performed, any nearby undrawn laser scans are
applied.
GridSLAM can visualize the delayed laser updates and “lazy” drawing. In
7.3 the vehicle is just about to make a loop closure. When looking at the
grid map, there are no map cells that have been drawn in. Instead there are
several box outlines that indicate there are “lazy” laser scans that should
be drawn in. These outlines lag a large distance behind particle position
because of the laser scan delay queue.
Once the vehicle starts closing a loop, the portion of grid map near the
closure gets drawn in, as seen in Figure 7.4.
With the visualization tool, it is possible to trigger all lazy updates to
be applied. Figure 7.5 shows the same particle’s previous map with all lazy
updates applied.
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Figure 7.3: Scans waiting to be drawn just before the vehicle makes a loop
closure
Figure 7.4: Scans drawn to grid map as vehicle starts making a loop closure
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The GridSLAM algorithm represents its map using a 2D grid. Each grid
square is assumed to be either free or occupied by an obstacle.
Each grid element stores the probability that an obstacle is present. To
avoid numerical problems with floating point values, a log-odds ratio is used
to represent the probability that a given location is occupied.
A map represented as a 2D grid can require a large amount of memory.
Making a copy of a grid can also be very time consuming. With grid-based
SLAM, each particle keeps a track of its own version of the map. Particles
are copied quite often due to resampling. A few clever data structures are
used to greatly reduce memory consumption and compute time when making
copies.
8.1 Log Odds Ratio
Each grid square must track the probability of an obstacle being present. It is
common that probability for some grid squares will asymptotically approach
a value of either one or zero. Computer floating point arithmetic will have
difficulty accurately representing values very near zero or one. To circumvent
these numerical difficulties, the log odds ratio is used to represent probability
values. The log odds ratio can be thought of as a function that maps values
between 0 and 1 to the entire real number line.












Using log odds ratio for the probability of occupancy given all measure-
ments p(x|z1:t) creates an iterative update formula in terms of the previous
belief:
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Assuming the probability of an obstacle is the same as the probability of
no obstacle (p(x) = ¬p(x)), the equation 8.2 reduces to






8.2 Two-dimensional Copy-on-Write Sparse Tree
A grid can take up a lot of memory. An 1024 by 1024 grid using 4 byte
single precision floating point for each probability value would require 4 Mb
of memory. With a particle filter, a 4 Mb grid will be needed for each particle.
Since the particle filter may use thousands of particles, it would be nearly
impossible to have each particle keep its own grid map without some type of
memory conserving optimization.
The optimized data structure used to store a grid-based map can be
roughly described as a 2D copy-on-write (COW) sparse tree.
The sparse aspect of the 2D tree uses very small amounts of memory for
unexplored map regions.
The COW aspect of the tree allows particles to share identical regions of
their map. Copy-on-write also allows a very fast shallow copy of the grid
data structures.
Even though the optimized tree structure is complex, the complexity is
hidden. The tree structure is accessed through the same type of programming
interface that would be used for accessing elements of a typical 2D grid.
8.3 One-Dimensional Copy-on-Write Sparse Tree
The structure of a COW 2D grid tree is difficult to explain. It is even more
difficult to create a diagram of even a simple COW 2D tree. A 1D copy-on-
write sparse tree is easy to describe and illustrate. The ideas behind a 1D
COW sparse tree are easy to generalize into two dimensions.
The next few sections will describe a 1D COW sparse tree. Once the
details for the 1D sparse tree are sufficiently explained, the data structures
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#define ARRAY_LENGTH 32
float *array = malloc( ARRAY_LENGTH*sizeof(float) );
float get_element(int element_index)
{
float* element = array + element_index*sizeof(float );
float value = *element;
return value;
}
Figure 8.1: Code to read element from a standard C array
1. Pointer to beginning of array
2. Size of single element
3. Initial array address + Index * Size  
    = Address of Nth array element
{
0 1 2 3
Figure 8.2: Diagram of element access in standard C array
will be generalized into the 2D case.
8.3.1 One-Dimensional Array
An array is the 1D analogy of the 2D grid. Like the 2D sparse tree, the 1D
sparse tree’s internal complexity is hidden. The 1D sparse tree is accessed
just like an array.
In the C language, the memory address of an array element is determined
by starting with the address of the array’s first element then adding the
element’s index multiplied by the element’s size. The C code for reading an
element in a dynamically allocated floating point array is given in Figure 8.1.
A diagram of the simple array is given in Figure 8.2.
The code in Figure 8.1 is drawn out to illustrate what operations the
compiler must generate when performing an array access. Array accesses in






Figure 8.3: Code to read element from a standard C array
8.3.2 Two-level Tree Example
Instead of immediately describing the 1D COW sparse tree, this section
introduces a simple two-level tree as an example. The following sections will
build upon the example structure until it becomes a 1D COW sparse tree.
The simple example is a tree with two levels that acts like an array with 32
elements. The first level of the tree is a 4 element array of pointers. Each of
the four pointers refers to a different sub-array. Each of the sub-array has 8
data elements. The sub-arrays can be logically concatenated to form a large
array of 32 elements.
As mentioned before, the tree is accessed exactly like a 32 element array
would be using both a pointer to the tree and an index in the range 0 to 31.
Internally, access to the two-level tree is performed in two logical steps.
First, the pointer to the correct sub-array is found from the main array.
Second, the correct element is found in the sub-array.
Before accessing the tree, the array index must be divided into two parts.
The first part is an index into the 4 element array of pointers (main array).
The second part is an index into one of the sub-arrays.
Below are two C functions that operate on the previously described two-
level tree. The function in Figure 8.4 will create and initialize a two-level tree
using dynamic memory allocation (malloc). The function in Figure 8.5 will
read the value of one of the tree’s elements using an index to the element and
a pointer to the beginning of the tree’s main array. Figure 8.6 is a graphical
representation of the tree data structure. It also denotes how an element is
read from the tree.
8.3.3 Sparse Tree
The previous two-level data structure uses more CPU operations to get an





float* subarray0 = malloc( SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float) );
float* subarray1 = malloc( SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float) );
float* subarray2 = malloc( SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float) );
float* subarray3 = malloc( SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float) );
float** main_array = malloc( MAIN_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float **) );
main_array [0] = subarray0;
main_array [1] = subarray1;
main_array [2] = subarray2;
main_array [3] = subarray3;
return main_array;
}
Figure 8.4: Code to allocate and initialize a two-level tree
#define MAIN_ARRAY_LENGTH 4
#define SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH 8
float read_element(float **main_array , int element_index)
{
int main_index = element_index / 4;
int subarray_index = element % 8;
float* subarray = main_array[main_index ];
return subarray[subarray_index ];
}









































1. Pointer read from main array
2. Beginning of sub-array found























float* subarray0 = malloc( SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float) );
float* subarray1 = NULL; /* unallocated subarray */
float* subarray2 = malloc( SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float) );
float* subarray3 = malloc( SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float) );
float** main_array = malloc( MAIN_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float **) );
main_array [0] = subarray0;
main_array [1] = subarray1;
main_array [2] = subarray2;
main_array [3] = subarray3;
return main_array;
}






int main_index = element_index / 4;
int subarray_index = element % 8;
float* subarray = main_array[main_index ];





Figure 8.8: C-code that reads an element from sparse two-level array
of the extra array of pointers. However, the second structure could be used
for a sparse data structure, while the normal C array cannot.
“Sparse” means some or all of the sub-arrays may have no memory allo-
cated for them. When a sub-array is unallocated all its elements are assumed
to hold some default value.
The example code in Figures 8.7 and 8.8 uses the data structures from
the previous section, but allows the sub-arrays to be unallocated. When
accessing an unallocated element, the default value of zero is used. Figure





























Pointers in the main array 
can be NULL when the sub-
array doesn't exist.  Any 
reads to the sub-array will 






















float** main_array = malloc( MAIN_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float*) );
/* all sub -arrays start unallocated */





Figure 8.10: Construction of a completely empty sparse two-level tree
8.3.4 Writing to a Sparse Tree
In the previous sparse array, elements within an unallocated sub-array cannot
be written since there is no allocated memory array to hold a value.
Before writing a value, the sub-array must first be allocated. Next, every
element of the sub-array should be written with the default value. Finally,
the new element value can be written into the new sub-array.
Figure 8.10 provides a new construct tree function that creates a com-
pletely sparse two-level tree.
The set element function in Figure 8.11 will allocate and initialize an
element in an unallocated sub-array before using any elements in that sub-
array.
8.3.5 Shallow Copy
Copying the sparse array structure can be done by simply duplicating the





void write_element(int element_index , float value)
{
int main_index = element_index / 4;
int subarray_index = element % 8;
float* subarray = main_array[main_index ];
/* if subarray isn ’t already allocated , allocate it now
* and set every element to the default value
*/
if (subarray == NULL) {
subarray = malloc( SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float) );
for(int i=0; i<SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH; ++i) {
subarray[i] = DEFAULT_VALUE;
}




Figure 8.11: Code to write element value in sparse two-level tree
float** shallow_copy(float** main_array)
{
float new_main_array = malloc( MAIN_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float *) );





Figure 8.12: Code to produce a shallow copy of a sparse two-level tree
A shallow copy can be read in the exact same manner as the original.
The code in Figure 8.12 shows the C implementation for a shallow copy.
The copy code will allocate new space for a main-array, but the sub-arrays
are shared between the two main arrays as shown in Figure 8.13.
8.3.6 Deep Copy
Figure 8.14 shows the code for a full or “deep” copy. Unlike a shallow copy,
the deep copy will also allocate new sub-arrays. Figure 8.15 shows a repre-
sentation of a deep copy.
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Figure 8.13: Shallow copy of sparse two-level tree
float** deep_copy(float ** old_main_array)
{
float new_main_array = malloc( MAIN_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float *) );
for (int i=0; i<MAIN_ARRAY_LENGTH; ++i) {










float* new_subarray = malloc( SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH * sizeof(float) );






Figure 8.14: Code to produce a deep copy of a sparse two-level tree
Figure 8.15: Deep copy of sparse two-level tree
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Figure 8.16: Change to element in shallow copy also changes value in main
array
Figure 8.17: Change to element in deep copy does not affect main array
8.3.7 Modifying a Shallow Copy Versus a Deep Copy
Changing an element in the shallow copy will change the value in the original.
However, in a full copy, changing the copy will not affect the original. Figure
8.16 illustrates changing an element in a shallow copy. Figure 8.17 illustrates
changing an element in a deep copy.
8.3.8 Copy-on-write
As previously mentioned, changing an element of a shallow copy will change
the same element in the original, whereas changing an element of a deep
copy will not change the original. The semantics of a deep copy is preferred.
However, the speed and memory saving of a shallow copy are beneficial. Both
objectives can be achieved by only making a full copy of a sub-array when it
needs to be written. The method is referred to as copy-on-write or (COW)
With copy-on-write, a reference counter needs to be added to each sub-
array. The reference counter determines if a sub-array is shared. The counter
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Figure 8.18: Reference counted shared sub-arrays
tracks the number of main arrays that share the same sub-array. If the sub-
array is not shared, it will be only referenced by a single main array and the
reference counter value will be one. When the sub-array is shared, more than
one main array will point to the sub-array and the counter’s value will two or
greater. Figure 8.18 shows reference-counted sub-arrays where one sub-array
is shared by two different main arrays.
When writing an element in a sub-array, the reference counter is checked
first. If the reference counter value is one, the sub-array element can simply
be changed. If the reference counter is greater than one, first a new copy
of the sub-array is made, then the element in the sub-array is changed, and
finally the pointer in the main array is changed to point to the new sub-array.
Many modifications are required for the example code to support copy-on-
write. To keep things readable, the code is now broken into four pieces.
The first piece of code in Figure 8.19 is the data structures used to sup-
port copy-on-write. The data structures make it easy to include a reference
counter in each sub-array.
The second piece of code is a construction function shown in Figure 8.20.
The construction function creates a complete sparse array.
The third piece of code in Figure 8.21 shows the new copy routine for new
COW data structures. The copy routine only copies top-level pointers. It
also increments reference counters for any non-sparse sub-arrays.
The last (and most important) piece of code in Figure 8.22 shows the new
write function for a shared sub-array. The function creates a new sub-array
if it is NULL (sparse). Next, it creates a new copy of sub-array if it is shared.












struct sub_array* sub_arrays[MAIN_ARRAY_LENGTH ];
};
Figure 8.19: New data structures definitions used to support COW for
spare tree
struct main_arrray* construct_tree(void) {
struct main_array* main_array = malloc( sizeof (struct main_array) );
/* all sub -arrays start unallocated */





Figure 8.20: Construction function for new COW data structures
struct main_array* shallow_copy(struct main_array* main_array)
{
struct main_array new_main_array = malloc( sizeof(struct main_array) );
for (int i=0; i<MAIN_ARRAY_LENGTH; ++i) {
new_main_array.sub_arrays[i] = main_array.sub_arrays[i];
if (main_array.sub_arrays[i] != NULL)
{
*main_array.sub_arrays[i]++; /* increment reference counter on





Figure 8.21: New shallow copy method for COW two-level tree
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void set_element(struct *main_array main_array , int element_index , float value)
{
int main_index = element_index / 4;
int subarray_index = element % 8;
struct sub_array* subarray = main_array.sub_arrays[main_index ];
/* if sub -array isn ’t already allocated , allocate it now
* and set every element to the default value
*/
if (subarray == NULL) {
subarray = malloc( sizeof(struct sub_array) );
for(int i=0; i<SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH; ++i) {
subarray ->data[i] = DEFAULT_VALUE;
}
/* point main array to new sub -array */
main_array.sub_arrays[main_index] = subarray;
/* new sub -array pointed to by one main array */
subarray ->reference_count = 1;
}
/* if sub -array is shared , allocate a new sub -array
* and copy over old values
*/
if (subarray ->reference_count > 1) {
struct new_subarray* = malloc( sizeof(struct sub_array) );
for(int i=0; i<SUB_ARRAY_LENGTH; ++i) {
new_subarray ->data[i] = subarray ->data[i];
}
/* point main array to new sub -array */
main_array.sub_arrays[main_index] = new_subarray;
/* new sub -array pointed to by one main array */
new_subarray ->reference_count = 1;
/* old sub -array no longer pointed to by this main array */
subarray ->reference_count --;
}
subarray ->data[subarray_index] = value;
}
Figure 8.22: Code to set element value in sparse two-level tree
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Figure 8.23: Steps needed to set element in shared COW sub-array
Figure 8.23 depicts the steps used to modify a copy-on-write sub-array
that is shared by multiple main arrays.
8.3.9 Multi-level Tree
In the previous example, the tree held only 32 elements of data. For the
two-level tree to hold large amounts of data either the main array or the
sub-arrays (or both) must be made larger. Larger sub-arrays mean there will
be less opportunity for data sharing. A large main array means it will take
longer to make a shallow copy.
It is also possible to extend the tree to more than two levels. Adding
another level of indirection allows the tree to hold more elements without
increasing the size of the main array or sub-arrays.
The maximum size of the tree grows exponentially with each level. The
disadvantage of more levels is more CPU overhead when accessing elements.
With each tree sub-level, there is a possibility for it to be spare or shared.
8.3.10 Grid Versus Array
The previous data sections described using a tree-like data structure to hold
a 1D array. However, to represent a 2D grid, the sub-arrays must be changed
to sub-grids and the main array into a main grid. When accessing an element
in the grid, two indexes (X and Y) are used instead of one. Other than these
changes the 2D and 1D data structures are very similar.
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Figure 8.24: Sharing of a single particle’s COW grid: gray is sparse, red is
shared by 16 or more particles, green is shared by 4 to 15 particles, and
blue is not shared
8.3.11 Implementation Details
The implementation of a two-level tree is similar to the previously described
data structure. However, the main array and sub-arrays are all equally sized.
Also, C++ templates were used to make it easy to change the tree depth at
compile-time. C++ templates also allow the sub-grid size to be any power
of two.
8.4 SLAM Particle Sub-Grid Sharing and Sparsity
Figure 8.24 visualizes the sparsity and sharing of a single particle’s grid map
after making the first loop closure. After a loop closure, many inconsistent
particles will be removed and replaced by copies of particles that correctly
closed the loop. This leads to a lot of sharing between particles.
Figure 8.25 shows different aspects of copy-on-write grid memory usage
during a complete mapping run of the vehicle. An interesting aspect of the
memory usage is that it peaks just as the first loop closure is being made.
Also, the percentage of grid cells that are “sparse” is very high. Finally, the
number of “shared” grid cells is much higher than the number if “unique”
grid cells.
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Figure 8.25: Graphs showing memory usages and sharing of COW grid map




Using a particle filter with a known map, or even a map skeleton, is incredibly
robust. The GridSLAM algorithm has shown some advantages and a few
shortcomings.
9.1 Results
To verify mapping results, some measurements were made of various MEL
building hallways and used to create a map skeleton as shown in Figure 9.1.
Figure 9.2 shows the measured map skeleton overlayed on top of the map
created by GridSLAM. It is easy to see there is warping of the SLAM map
when comparing to the skeleton.
9.2 Parallelism
One attractive advantage of a particle filter is the high amount of parallelism
that it allows. Motion update, measurement update, and grid drawing are
independent for each particle. If 500 particles are used, then the algorithm
could be split equally between 500 independent threads. Only importance
resampling has to operate on all particles together. Unfortunately, the copy-
on-write grid map means memory sharing and need for atomic counters,
which reduces the amount parallelism that can be achieved.
9.3 Simplicity
Another attractive element of a particle filter is that it is somewhat simple
to implement. With particle filter for localization, it is easy to get satis-
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Figure 9.1: Map skeleton made from measurements of MEL hallways
Figure 9.2: Map skeleton overlayed on grid map created by SLAM
algorithm
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factory performance with an overly loose motion and measurement model.
This is especially true if the map is good and there are not too many dy-
namic obstacles in the environment. However, with particle-based SLAM it
is more difficult to generate a good map with poorly tuned odometry and
measurement models, even when using thousands of particles.
9.4 Closing Loops and Memory Usage
The difficulty with most autonomous map making is with closing large loops.
The farther the robot moves, the more uncertain its position becomes. The
growth in uncertainty can only be curtailed once the robot crosses terrain it
has already covered. With GridSLAM, the robot’s high uncertainty means
the particles will become more spread out, requiring more particles to get
enough coverage of the probability space. More particles mean more compu-
tation and memory usage.
Large particle counts is where the lazy map updates help the most. No
map updates are performed until the vehicle gets close to closing its first
loop. As the first loop is finally closed, the algorithm slows to a near halt.
Luckily as the loop closure occurs, the number of particles decreased and the
algorithm speeds up again.
Figure 9.3 shows particle cloud just before first loop closure. At this point,
there are 10000 particles but no memory used by lowest level grid cells be-
cause the entire map is sparse. Figure 9.4 shows the particle cloud as it is just
starting to make a loop closure. At this time cell memory usage has peaked
because the particles are all unique and are not sharing any sub-section of
their maps. Figure 9.5 shows the map slightly after making a loop closure.
There is still a substantial number of particles but many are now copies of
each other so memory usage has decreased.
9.5 Exponential State Space and Particle Count
With particle-based GridSLAM, the particles sample from a state space that
grows exponentially with distance traveled until first loop closure. When first
closure is made, resampling will copy particles with correct pose and discard
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Figure 9.3: Particle filter grid map memory usage just before loop closure
starts
Figure 9.4: Particle filter grid map memory usage in middle of loop closure
Figure 9.5: Particle filter grid map memory after of loop closure has
completed
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Figure 9.6: Map created using 10000 particles
the reset. Unfortunately the particles that happen to end up in the correct
spot might not have taken the correct path before making the loop closure. In
good cases this means the “best” particle has a slightly warped map; in other
cases, secondary loop closures do not match well enough with the existing
map, and cause complete mapping failure. For Figure 9.6, GridSLAM used
a limit of 10000 particles. The final map is correct, but certain hallways are
slightly warped. For Figure 9.7, GridSLAM uses a limit of 100 particles. The
map has one doubled wall but it is mostly correct. In Figure 9.8, GridSLAM
used a limit of 50 particles. The map has a doubled hallway, but much of
map is acceptable. Finally, for Figure 9.9, GridSLAM used a limit of 20
particles. The map has multiple glaring inconsistencies.
9.6 Implementation
9.6.1 Recorded Data and Repeatability
Having the ability to record data once and reuse it multiple times was a
breakthrough. It took 33 minutes to collect raw data used to create the map
in Figure 9.2. It only took 140 seconds to generate the map with GridSLAM
with a limit of 10000 particles. This made it possible to quickly iterate on
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Figure 9.7: Map created using 100 particles, with one double wall
Figure 9.8: Map created using 50 particles, with a double hallway
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Figure 9.9: Map created using 20 particles, having many inconsistencies.
the algorithm and implementation.
Another important feature of this implementation is that it uses a pseudo-
random number generator that starts with the same starting seed. This made
debugging strange or odd behaviors easy. If some strange behavior occurred,
it was possible to add extra visualization or debugging output and get the
same result when rerunning the program.
9.6.2 OpenGL and GLUT
OpenGL and GLUT were used as a graphics front-end for the GridSLAM
particle filter. The OpenGL library made it very easy to render 2D vector
graphics with different rotations and scales. GLUT provided simple events
for keyboard and mouse inputs. GLUT also provided easy double buffering
and windowing for graphical output. The disadvantage of GLUT was that
it does not provide the typical buttons, menus, or text boxes of other GUI
toolkits. This means that the GridSLAM user interface uses a lot of single
key-presses to enable or disabled certain features. Most keys are now bound
to some sort of operation. For example, lower case “s” puts GUI in single
stepping mode, while capital “S” will cause data to get saved to different files.
Recalling the keystrokes needed to interact with GUI is not an issue when
working on the GridSLAM algorithm every day, but they are easily forgotten
otherwise. Using a wrapper like GLUT User Interface Library (GLUI) would
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have made the interface more self-documenting and more usable without
requiring too much extra development time.
9.6.3 Robot Operating System
When this project started, the Robot Operating System (ROS) was not avail-
able. A large amount of middleware for communication, data logging, and
build tooling is now available as part of ROS. If ROS was available at the
start of this project, it would have been a better choice as a platform for
implementing the GridSLAM algorithm.
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On Ubuntu 20.04.1 LTS (Focal Fossa) install the following dependencies to
build the project:
apt update
apt install make git texlive -latex -base texlive -latex -recommended \
python3 -matplotlib python3 -scipy emacs ack scons libwxgtk3.0-gtk3 -dev \
libwxgtk3.0-gtk3 -0v5 build -essential freeglut3 -dev libboost -dev \
mesa -utils libgtest -dev exiftool
The project is built using SCons. In the top-level project directory run




Currently, GridSLAM only runs offline with a recorded data log. The Grid-
SLAM application is located in the “slam” sub-directory of the project trunk.
The application can take a lot of command-line options that will change how
it operates:
usage : gridslam <replay -log filename > [use -history <filename >]
[use -map <filename >] [use -histogram <filename >] [seed <value >]
[pause -on-err] [pause -at <count >] [start -pose <x> <y> <angle >]
[sim -params] [light -mode]
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Figure A.1: Help screen in SLAM mode
Figure A.2: Information in SLAM mode
Only the name of a recorded log file is needed to get GridSLAM running.
A recorded dataset of the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory’s second floor
is provided in “log/run/run new2.log” The default laser probability model
produces poor results. The histogram-based laser probability model works
better, but needs histogram data to be provided. A good probability his-
togram is available in “log/hgram/hgram4.log”. Finally, there is an option
to enable laser odometry correction “laser-odom”, which helps but is not
absolutely needed for good results. The recommended command to run the
SLAM algorithm is:
cd trunk/slam
./ gridslam log/run/run_new2.log use -histogram log/hgram/hgram4.log laser -odom
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Figure A.3: Display of particle cloud points
A.2.1 Basic Controls
When the GUI client comes up it will initially be paused and in “SLAM”
mode. It will also show a help screen. Use “?” to toggle between the help
screen (Figure A.1) and the information view (Figure A.2). Use “I” to toggle
the display of help or information text. Press “q” to quit GUI.
Type a capital “P” toggle between paused and running. Use “s” to perform
single-stepping. When single-stepping, the algorithm is paused after each
laser scan.
It is possible to zoom in or out using the scroll-wheel on the mouse or “i”
(in) and “o” (out).
It is possible to move the map by using the right mouse button to click and
drag. While click-and-dragging, the screen will not update until the mouse
button is released. It is also possible to move the map by holding “shift” and
pressing the arrow keys.
A.2.2 GUI SLAM Mode Display
The GUI has been designed to show a lot of graphical information about the
particle filter. Unfortunately, it takes a bit of time to make sense of all the
information.
The yellow dots in Figure A.3 are the positions of all the filter particles.
At any point in time, there will only be a single particle selected for view-
ing. That particle’s map and path history will be displayed.
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Figure A.4: Maps and path histories for four different particles
It is possible to iterate through the different particles by using the “<” and
“>” keys. If the SLAM algorithm is running it is possible that the selected
particle gets removed by resampling. In this case, the next particle will be
chosen automatically. Figure A.4 shows partial maps of different particles at
the same point in time.
It is possible to have GridSLAM always display the “best” particle by
using the “b” key. The best particle is the particle with the highest weight.
The best particle may change every update cycle.
The grid map, path history, and delayed laser updates will be shown for
the selected particle.
When viewing the particle cloud (yellow dots), remember each particle’s
position is relative to its own map, not the map that is currently being
displayed. Seeing the particle cloud provides a good idea of particle spread,
but can be misleading.
It is possible to view the path history of all particles at once by pressing
the “H” key. Before the first loop closure, the histories of all particles will
have all branched off from the same start position. Figure A.5 shows all
particle histories just before a loop closure is made.
As the first loop closure is completed, some particles will get eliminated
and others will be copied. At this point, the histories of all particles will look
more like a tree. Figure A.6 shows all particle histories after a loop closure
is made.
The GUI refresh can actually take quite a bit of CPU cycles to accomplish.
Disabling the particle grid with “g” and individual particle history with “h”
will make the program run a lot faster.
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Figure A.5: All particle path histories just before a loop closure
Figure A.6: All particle path histories after a loop closure
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./grid/sim2map MEL_10cm.map
./slam/gridslam log/run/run_new2.log use -histogram log/hgram/hgram4.log
laser -odom use -map MEL_10cm.map
Figure A.7: Generate map skeleton of MEL and run GridSLAM using it as
a starting map
Figure A.8: Localizing particle cloud starting point in a map skeleton of
MEL
When the end of the input log file is reached, the grid map may still have
laser scans that have not been drawn to the map. Use the “U” key to force
all of the scans of all particles to be drawn to the grid. This will take a long
time (5-30 seconds) at which point the GUI will be non-responsive.
A.2.3 Starting with a Saved Map
It is possible to start the GridSLAM program with a map that was already
created by some other means. Figure A.7 shows the commands needed to
generate a map skeleton of MEL and then run GridSLAM with that map as
a starting point.
When starting with a map the particle cloud should to be placed near its
true starting location in the map. While the algorithm is paused press “2”
to switch into localization mode. At first, there will be no laser scans visible;
use single-stepping “s” until a usable laser scan appears.
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./slam/gridslam log/run/run_new2.log use -histogram log/hgram/hgram4.log
laser -odom use -map MEL_10cm.map start -pose -33.15 6.14 4.73
Figure A.9: Running GridSLAM with starting pose from command line
Figure A.10: Partial run of GridSLAM after starting with a skeleton map
of MEL building
In localization mode, use the arrow keys to move the starting position and
use the shift+arrow keys to change the starting angle. Attempt to align the
laser scan with the loadede map. Figure A.8 shows a laser scan that is almost
aligned with the initial map.
The GUI will show the local laser scan WRT the current localization po-
sition. This will help align the localization position to the loaded map.
If the “?” key is used to toggle the help, you can see the coordinates the
particle filter will be placed. Press “enter” to actual localize the particle filter
poses at chosen location.
It is also possible to set the particle start pose with a command line argu-
ment as shown in Figure A.9.
Figure A.10 shows a partial run of GridSLAM after starting with a map
skeleton of the MEL building. The walls of the map skeleton constrain the
particle cloud motion so even though the first loop closure point has not been
reached, the particle cloud has not expanded very much.
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Table A.1: Files saved by GridSLAM GUI
Filename Description
history.log Movement history of selected particle
histrogram.log Histogram of expected versus actual laser measurements
gridslam.map Map that has been created by selected particle
A.3 Saving Results
It is possible to save multiple pieces of information about the currently se-
lected particle at any time by pressing the capital “S” key. Table A.1 lists
saved filenames and their descriptions.
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